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Introduction

The Regional Center for the Improvement of Instruction in Elementary Social

Studies was, established in 1969 under a grant from the National Science

Foundation. The purpose of the Regional Center as outlined in a proposal

submitted January 15, 1969 is to: strengthen the professional training

of teachers, improve elementary social studies instruction, provide for

the successful implementation of new social studies curricula and to create

a setting for research in problems of teacher training and curriculum innova-

tion. Man: A Course of Study, a revolutionary social studies program for

the intermediate level developed by Education Development Center with support

from the National Science Foundation, was selected as the vehicle for carrying

out these goals. The Regional Center serves Connecticut, Delaware, Maine,

Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York (southern,

including New York City and Long Island), Pennsylvania (eastern, including

Philadelphia), Rhode Island, Vermont and Washington, D. C. This document

constitutes the final report for the initial grant period commencing June

1,.1969 and expiring August 31, 1970 (NSF grant 0W-4498). It is divided

into six sections: 1) teacher training, 2) consultation, 3) dissemination,

4) evaluation, 5) personal observations and 6) appendices.

Teacher Training

The single most important element of our work during the grant period was

the training of T-1, T-2, T-3 and pre-service personnel for the task of

introducing innovative curricula into the schools. The success of our work

rested both on the worth of Man: A Course of Study, which has been documented

rather completely by Hanley and Whitla, and our ability to prepare teachers

to handle the substantive and pedagogical issues raised by the course and
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the broader educational issues which are raised as it is introduced into

the curriculum. This section of the report is subdivided into four parts:

1) summer institute 1969, 2) pre-service and graduate level courses, 3)

in-service workshops, and 4) summer institute 1970.

In June 1969 the director, Dr. William Donovan and Dr. Frederic Warner join-

ed key staff members of other Regional Centers for a week long conference

at Endicott House in Dedham, Massachusetts to prepare them to conduct Man:

A Course of Study summer institutes. The meeting was sponsored by Educa-

tion Development Center under a grant from the National Science Foundation.

Later that month, ninetL-a persons from fifteen school distri-ts and two

universities arrived at Central Connecticut State College for a five week

summer institute. The participants, eleven men and eight women, had been

selected by their schools in accordance with guidelines furnished by the

Regional Center and represented a cross-section of the area served, urban

and suburban schools, and parochial as well as public institutions. Each

was a master teacher and in audition to teaching Man: A Course of Study

during the coming year, was committed to conduct workshops to train other

teachers to teach the course. The staff for the summer institute included

an anthropologist-Frederic Warner, a specialist in social studies methodology-

William Donovan, the director-Dennen Reilley, and two teachers having prior

Man: A Course of Study experience-Deborah Dowd and Herbert Schwartz. The

participants and staff met for the first time at an informal coffee hour

the morning of June 30, excitement was high and from the beginning the group

mixed well. Our strategy for the initial week was to totally immerse the

participants in the concepts of the course and familiarize them with the



content of Man: A Course of Study. Also, the staff wanted to approach the

institute sessions in the way we hoped the participants would later approach

their own workshops - to provide a model for the introduction of the course.

The Summer Institute schedule and assignment sheet indicates the quantity

of work demanded the first week, but the quality of work amazed the staff.

We were confident that it was an omen of things to come not only this summer

but during the 1969-70 school year.

Session 1 Informal reception for participants and staff.

Session 2 We viewed the film "Caribou Camp, I" and dis-

cussed the issues raised and its place in the

elementary social studies class. I was heartened

by the group's willingness to interact andcome to

grips with what, for some at least, had been a less

than pleasant experience.

The remainder of the week's sessions followed outlines suggested in the

Coordinator's Guide, section 4, and the Parallel Curriculum except for Session

5 in which I gave a slide overview of the course and Session 7 on Technology

which followed the pattern used in West Hartford workshops the past three

years as written up by Kathy Sylva of Education Development Center last

spring. All left for the long Fourth of July weekend tired but enthusiastic.

During the next three weeks mornings were spent at the Stanley School, a

laboratory school on the Central Connecticut State College campus, which

was operating a six-week summer school program. Two classrooms and two

groups of intermediate level pupils were involved in our project. One group

was involved in an abbreviated version of the "Man and Animals Unit" while

the other became familiar with the "Netsilik Eskimo Unit." Master teachers
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were members of our staff having taught the course previously in the West

Hartford Public Schools. Students and teachers remained together for the

entire summer school period, but participants were equally divided between

the two groups and switched places at the half-way point giving each exposure

to both units of the course. Participants were asked to involve themselves

with students and were expected to teach two or more lessons. We were sur-

prised at the resistance of some to this plan and concluded that their desire

to it for the entire period and observe the master was a rationalization

for their insecurity and fear of performing in front of others. By the

end of the third week all had become involved, however, I sensed that all

realized the value of involvement.

Afternoons during this period were devoted to further development of course

concepts, exploration of issues implicit in Man: A Course of Study, and

in depth examinations of pedagogy. Again the sessions were similar in form

to those included in the Parallel Curriculum; and although enthusiasm remained

high, the hot afternoons were fatiguing and discussions limited. The teacher-

training kinescopes, especially those relating to the Netsilik materials,

were most effective with the group and provided an opportunity for participants

to reexamine their own teaching style. An important segment of the afterhooh

session was the forty-five minutes spent with the master teacher reviewiq;

the day's classroom experience and jointly planning for the next day's i'esson.

Some of the most stimulating interaction took place during these sessibhg

which were originally scheduled for a half hour but often extended beyond

an hour.

, .

The final week was devoted to assisting participants in their preparations
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for the workshops they would lead during the coming year. Presentations

were kept at a minimum and were aimed at the practical problems of in-service

training, evaluation, and the relationship of Man: A Course of Study to

the "new social studies". It was a hands-on experience in which partici-

pants confronted the materials of the course in a new way (tracing a theme),

thought through their role as a workshop leader, and prepared outlines for

the programs they would conduct. During this week the staff served as con-

sultants, and I sat down with each participant individually to discuss his

plans and expectations. It was a time of hard, but rewarding work for all.

The concluding Session, number 50, involved evaluation of the Summer Institute,

viewing the film "A Time for Learning", drinking punch and saying our goodbyes.

All left in good spirits, enthusiastic about the year to come and with a

sense of unfinished business underlying humanity in general and social studies

education in particular. Refer to Appendix #1 for additional information

about the Summer Institute conducted in 1969.

During the academic year 1969-70, teacher-training with school districts

was carried on by those attending our summer institute and our work with

them is detailed in the section of this report dealing with consultation.

Our focus at Central Connecticut State College was on the introduction of

Man: A Course of Study into pre-service and graduate level courses as a

vehicle for the examination of many issues inherent in social studies education.

Each semester the director taught a graduate level course in Elementary

Social Studies Methods (formerly SS155 now SS510). Most of the students

in this class were in-service teachers seeking either. certification or a

master's degree. Not only was Man: A Course of Study used as a focus for
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questions of process but many techniques were tried and later adapted for

use in the 1970 summer institutes. Undergraduate students were exposed

to the course through ED252, a class required of all seeking certification

as elementary school teachers prior to their student teaching. The course

meets in eight week cycles and the director, assisted by Dr. Donovan taught

the class for one cycle with the regular instructor, Dr. Scull, observing

and participating. During the next cycle, Dr. Scull taught the course and

was observed by the director. For the remainder of the year he was on his

own. He reports that the students have enjoyed the experience greatly and

have raised significant questions and that he plans to continue the use of

Man: A Course of Study as the vehicle for examining social studies education

in elementary schools. Another aspect of this program is that Man: A Course

of Study is being used in the three Central Connecticut State College Laboratory

Schools where many of the students in ED252 do their student teaching.

We feel that the use of Man: A Course of Study in methods classes followed

by actual teaching of the course is a substantial improvement over traditional

programs where there is little or no relationship, at least in the students

minds, between happenings in the college classroom and in the real world.

The great value of Man: A Course of Study in pre-service and graduate level

programs is not, as in in-service programs, that it trains teachers in how

to teach this particular curriculum; but in the fact that it can be used

as an example of pedagogical style, cognitive processes, affective education

and serves as a mirror for examining a wide range of teaching techniques.

The wealth of course materials, teacher-training tapes, and films is a welcome

thing to both the beleagured professor, previously having only his notes

and a basic text, and the students who have been exposed to innumerable

lectures decrying the lecture as a teaching tool.
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A r ')er of school districts indicated, an interest in implementing Man:

A Course of Study during the months after the opening of school but were

unable to meet the teacher training requirement. In many instances we were

able to assist them in making workshop arrangements with neighboring communities

but in two cases we were not. On September 19, 20, and 21 the director

conducted an intensive workshop for members of The Teacher's, Inc. in the

Two Bridges Experimental School District in New York City. The sessiori

were written up in the paper, "A Third Bridge: A Brief Report of an In

Service Training Experience in New York City". Follow-up sessions ete

continued monthly throughout the year, as were classroom visitations
11

lommunity activities. In November a two day intensive program was hold

-11

in Westbury, Long Island for teachers in that cmimnity who would 11'0 040-c/-

clueing the course. These sessions were also followed by monthly sesd.oh

for the remainder of the year, many in conjuction with The Teacher's,

The greatest value of these sessions was to me, in that the experlen

kept me in touch with the course and teaching in a way that visittaid:',

consultations and college classes cannot. I feel that the Two Bridge

more than any other, shaped my th1iking regarding the value of inteid4

programs and convinced me that an alternative to the five week simmer ihstitute

should be developed and evaluated.

In the spring of 1970 I was asked by Education Development Center to

chair the Endicott House Conference planned for early June. The Pilrtj'4

of this intensive one-week program was to be the same as the preAtAl ON,

to prepare staff from colleges and universities to conduct Man: A CoUrgk

of Study summer institutes. The Conference was attended by over fbAS

and a full report willbe submitted to the National Science Foundatibh 1)7
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Education Development Center. Dr. Lawrence Lindquist and Mr. Herbert Schwartz

of our staff participated in the Conference.

Later that spring I submitted a request to the National Science Foundation

regarding a change in summer institute format. I outlined the problem thusly:

Training for Man: A Course of Study workshop leaders has traditionally
consisted of four or five weeks divided into three segmenti: (1)

course familiarization, (2) working with students, and (3)
preparation for workshop leadership. The question, "Is this
a sacred pattern?", is not easy to answer -- it certainly
has worked well over the past three years. However, the
query, "Can the job be done is less time, with fewer staff,
for less money -- consistent with quality?", persists. I

am of the opinion that we should attempt to discover an answer
by attempting and evaluating alternative training patterns
during the coming summer.

From the beginning school districts introducing Man: A Course
of Study have been required to adhere to a teacher-training
requirement which has assured quality implementation of the
program. This year we are faced with a dilemma as more school
districts desire to introduce the course than can be handled
by existing Summer Institutes. Do we turn school districts
away or do we abolish the teacher-training requirement? The
answer, I feel, lies at neither extreme but rather in examining
an alternative method of preparing workshop leaders which will
permit us to meet the demands of the schools while maintaining
the essential quality control.

I propose that Central Connecticut State College be allowed to
implement an alternative program of leadership training for Man:
A Course of Study during the summer of 1970 and evaluate the
effectiveness of the project during 1970-71 using the New York
University Summer Institute group as a control in the evaluation
process.

The alternative proposed maintains the objectives of irvnlving
participants in the concepts of the course, its pedagogy and
leadership training but in an abbreviated session which would
immerse them in a total program for two weeks. The staff of
the Regional Center would conduct two of these two-week sessions
during the summer thus doubling our total participant capacity.

There are many ways in which the proposed alternative is an
abbreviated and intensive version of the five-week program
originally planned but there are numerous unique features.

1. Total immersion in the program by participants
and staff. Patterned after the Themis and Endicott
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House Conferences conducted by Education
Development menter, the two-week leadership
training program will bring participants together
for meals and all-day sessions. The group will be
housed :n a single dormitory where all sessions
will be scheduled.

2. Use of teacher-training films and video-tapes to
replace summer classroom observations. Mrs. Mishler
and the staff at Education Development Center are
currently preparing materials for this purpose which
will be used in conjunction with those owned by Central
Connecticut State College.

3. Micro-teaching and role play techniques developed by
the director with teachers in the Two Bridges. Experimental
School District in New York City and graduate students
in his S.S. 155 classes thin year will be employed
instead of ongoing classes with pupils. Participants
will prepare and teach lessons and in-service pro-
grams which will be video-taped and analyzed.

4. Differentiated staff roles which will require many
more hours of work this year than last. Demonstration
teachers along with the director and pedagogical scholar
will prepare sessions, serve as consultants to:And critics

rof role play groups, relate prior experiences and work
informally with participants.

5. The single academic scholar will be replaced by several
scholar-consultants, each with special backgrounds and
contributions to bring to the Summer Institute.

It is the firm belief of the staff of the Regional Center at
Central Connecticut State College that the alternative proposed
here is one which will maintain the high quality of leadership
training we all believe necessary for the implementation of Man:
A Course of Study, allow us to meet the needs of twice as many
school districts as the original proposal and serve as a model
for future activities in all Regional Centers and Summer
Institutes.

Approval for the development and evaluation of a two-week intensive teacher

training model was granted by the National Science Foundation.

Two intensive two week summer institute sessions were scheduled and fifty-

nine persons representing forty-two school districts attended. As in the

previous year they represented a cross section of the area served and at

least one teacher from each of the states in the Northeast was involved

in our program. Session #1 began June 28th and concluded July 11th and

-9-
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involved thirteen men and eighteen women participants. Session 1/2 began

July 18th and concluded.August 1st and involved ten men and eighteen women

participants. Each participant was selected by his or her school district

in accordance with guidelines provided by the Regional Center and was a

master teacher who, in addition to teaching Man Course of Study during

the coming year, would conduct in-service workshops for other teachers in-

troducing the course. Our staff consisted of the director-Dennen Reilly,

pedagogical scholar-William Donovan, teacher/consultants-Deborah Dowd and

Herbert Schwartz, and academic/consultants-Frederic Warner and Lawrence

Lingquist (anthropologists), Albert Tozloski (biologist) and James Moore

(psychologist).

Each institute commenced with a cocktail party in the Donovan's backyard

and a buffet supper at Central Connecticut State College followed by the

initial session which involved a discussion of the issues raised by the

film "Caribou Camp, I". As in the previous year, we were amazed by the

group's willingness to interect and the insights into the materials of many

of the participants. Our strategy for the two week institute where parti-

cipants and staff lived together for the entire period and work for fourteen

or more hours daily was to:

1) Provide a model for classroom and workshop behavior.

2) Familiarize participants with Man: A Course of Study.

3) Provide practice in new pedagogical techniques.

4) Sensitize participants to feelings and concerns of others.

5) Provide a sound academic background for the course.

6) Prepare participants to conduct in-service workshops.

The material of Man: A Course of Study and the teacher training films and

videotapes provided a catalyst for group interaction and an examination
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of the potential inherent in the course.

Mornings were devoted to micro-lessons which served the dual purpose of

providing a practicum in teaching and introducing participants to elements

of the course. Participants were divided into three groups each working

with a staff member. Each day a lesson was videotaped and played back to

the larger group for a critique later in the morning. Afterward partici-

pants viewed teacher training films of the same lesson.

Represented diagramically

Group 1 - Dr. Donovan Group 2 - Mrs. Dowd
(lesson and discussion) (lesson and discussion)

Large Group
(Videotape of earlier lesson and discussion)

Group 3 - Mrs. Schwartz
(lesson and discussion)

1
Large Group

(teacher training film and discussion)

This procedure allowed each rarticipant to teach several lessons, work with

other adults, discover alternative wayS of apprc,ching various lessons and

critique his awn work as well as that of others. The intensiveness of the

experience created an openness among pa_ lipants that was never reached

during the previous summer. Afternoons and evening sessions were devoted

to an examination of academic questions related to the conceptual structure

and the content of the course. These programs utilized the academic consultants

and were directly related to the issues raised by the morning sessions.

Participants were also exposed to ideas on interaction analysis, leadership,
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questioning, grouping and in-service training. Practicums were held in

the seminars for teachers and community presentations, these were designed

to develop self-confidence in working with groups. Throughout there was

a strong emphasis on interpersonal relations and encounter techniques designed

to maximize the impact of the experience on the individual. The focus was

on involvement, with staff creating situations and serving a facilitators

of learning. Participants commented favorably upon the availability and

openness of the staff during the institutes, we feel we presented a viable

model of workshop leadership. The final evening included a party at the

director's house and as the participants left for home we felt good about

the whole experience. The performance and enthusiasm of each person involved

in the program and their awareness of the potential in MACOS made us confident

that the coming year would be even more successful than the preceding one.

Refer to Appendix 42 for additional information about the Summer Institute

conducted in 1970.

Full evaluation of the two week summer institute format will have to await

aid-winter data gathering and analysis but preliminary indications are that

the project has been a success in meeting the needs of participants.

-12-
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Workshop Leaders for Man: A Course of Study Trained at Regional Center Summer

Institutes (with projections)

State

Actual
Enrollment

1969 1970

Projected
Enrollment

1971 1972

Total
(with projections)

Connecticut 7 10* 7 5 29

Delaware 0 1 3 6 10

D. C. (Washington) 0 1 1 1 3

Maine 2 4 3 3 12

Maryland 2 2 4 4 12

Massachusetts 2 12 6 4 24

New Hampshire 0 2 5 4 11

New Jersey 1 5 5 4 15

New York 4 8 8 5 25

Pennsylvania 1 0 6 2 9

Rhode Island 0 1 3 3 7

Vermont 0 4 5 4 13

Virginia 0 3 4 10 17

Others/including
international - 5 - 5 10

Total 19 58 6o 6o 197

( *11 were enrolled but one participant withdrew for personal reasons)

-13-
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Teachers and Pupils Currently Working with Man: A Course of Study in the

area Served by the Regional Center

State

1969-70

Teachers Pupils
1970-71**

Teachers Pupils

Connecticut 8o 2028 142 3756

Delaware 0 0 5 141

D. C. (Washington) 21 546 36 972

Maine 2 51 23 574

Maryland 6 147 20 483

Massachusetts 101 2725 163 3514

New Hampshire 0 0 11 297

New Jersey 4 146 41 1173

New York 33 994 73 2193

Pennsylvania 49 1372 57 1796

Rhode Island 0 0 5 145

Vermont 4 103 22 573

Virginia 1 60 8 232

Others:*

North Carolina 5 144

Illinois 2 47

Georgia 1 27

Berlin, Germany 1 24

Total 301 8072 617 14,091

(*only those schools working directly with CCSC listed here)

(** figures approximate - will be updated December 1, 1970)

-14-
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Analysis of Teacher/Teacher-Trainer Ratio for One State (Connecticut) in Area Served

by the Regional Center

Key: Teachers using MACOS/number trained
*Year of total Adoption

Town 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70

**

1970-71
Total
Trainers

Total
Teachers

West Hartford 10/10 32/22 42/14* 42/8 1 (EDc) 54

South Windsor 5/5 7/3* 7/1 1 9

The Whitby School 1/1 1/0 1/0 0 1

Ledyard 1/1 4/4 1 5

Mansfield 1/1 2/1 0 2

New Britain 7/7 22/15 1 22

New Canaan 7/7* 7/0 1 7

Westport 6/6 13/8* i 2 14

Willimantic 1/1 3/2 1 3

CCSC Lab Schools 4/4 3/1* i 1 5

St. Josephis School 1/1* 1/0 1 1

Ind. Day School 2/2 2/0 0 2

Avon 1/1 0 1

Burlington 2/2 1 2

East Lyme 1/1 1 1

Farmington 3/3 1 3

Glastonbury 2/2 0 2

Greenwich 5/5 I 1

Hartford 6/6 1

Redding 5/5 1 5

-15-
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Town 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71
Total
Trainers

Total
Teachers

Windsor 7/7* 2 7

The Mead School 1/1* 0 1

Berlin 1/1 0 1

Southington 1/1 0 1

Total 10/10 38/28 80/47 142/75 18 150

Schools using MACOS two or more years

(Public only)

Schools using MACOS two or more years

(Public and independent)

. All schools using MACOS to date

(Public only)

All schools using MACOS.to date

(Public and independent)

Teachers 117

Teacher Trainers 8

Ratio 1:14.6

Teachers 125

Teacher Trainers 10

Ratio 1:12.5

Teachers 141

Teacher Trainers 16

Ratio 1:8.8

Teachers 150

Teacher Trainers 18

Ratio 1:8.3

(**figures approximate - will be updated December 1, 1970)
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Consultation

A second element of our work involved consultation with school districts

implementing Man: A Course of Study, especially those having had a workshop

leader trained in our Summer Institute. These activities were important

not only to insure quality implementation of the course but as a source

of feedback to us. This section of the report is sub-divided into five

parts: 1) schools and school districts using Man: A Course of Study, 2)

urban areas, 3)colleges and universities, and 4) professional conferences.

During the year I visited each school and school district inplementing MACOS

at least twice and in some instances five or more times. The number of visits

depended upon the individual needs of the schools and of the workshop leader.,

Visits were scheduled so that I could observe two or more classes, attend

an in-service workshop, talk with teachers introducing the course, confer

with the workshop leader and meet various administrators within the school

and school district. At times PTA or other meetings were scheduled in the

evenings.

I engaged in a variety of activities. In one community anti-evolutionists

attacked the introduction of Man: A Course of Study and several meetings

were scheduled to have dialogue with this small but vocal group. In another

I gave a presentation to teachers contemplating the use of the course in

their classrooms during the following year. In yet another I conducted

in-service workshops monthly for the teachers introducing Man: A Course of

Study. In all cases, I was welcomed, and I sensed that both the workshop

leader and school administration appreciated our availability during the

year.

-17-
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Special emphasis during the year was directed toward urban areas where the

need for curriculum reform is so acute and where Man: A Course of Study is

proving to be so relevant for students. We worked closely with schools in

both Baltimore, Maryland and New York City as well as a number of smaller

cities (Boston, Philadelphia and Washington, D. C. are also involved in

the program but work directly through Education Development Center). The

Baltimore Project was initiated in the Model Cities Schools (P. S. 95 the

Franklin School) but faltered at mid-year when the workshop leader trained

in our 1969 summer institute quit to take a position outside of education.

Fortunately Dr. Thomas Powers from the University of Maryland - Baltimore

Campus, also a participant in our 1969 summer institute, was able to step

in to work with the city teachers for the remainder of the year. Arrangements

for his participation were made through the Regional Center and this year

another teacher was trained at Central Connecticut State College and the project

has been more than doubled. In New York City we worked with the following

schools during the 1969-70 school year:

F. S. 1 8 Henry Street Manhattan 10038

P. S. 2 122 Henry Street Manhattan 10002

P. S. 42 41 Hester Street Manhattan 10002

J. H. S. 65 (Annex) 46 Forsyth Street Manhattan 10002

P. S. 68 4011 Monticello Avenue Bronx 10466

P. S. 76 Long Island City Queens 11106

P. S. 87

P. S. 96

1935 Bussing Avenue

215 E. 120th Street

Bronx

Manhattan

10466

10035

P. S. 126 80 Catherine Street Manhattan 10038

P. S. 286 2525 Haring Street Brooklyn 11235



It would be erroneous to call this a New York Project as there was no central

direction from within the system; the problems of decentralization overshadowed

curricular and all other considerations during the past year. However,

in spite of the problems encountered and with the help of Mrs. Lynne Randolph

from New York University, a participant in our 1969 summer institute, we were

able to work successfully with teachers in these schools and to see our

efforts rewarded by substantial expansion of the course this year.

A special relationship was formed with The Teacher's, Inc. and throughout

the year I worked closely with teachers in the Two Bridges Model School

District in the lower east side of Manhattan. The Teacher's, Inc. is funded

from a number of sources (USOE, the Ford Foundation and others) and has

branches in New York City (2); Washington, D. C.; Chapel Hill, North Carolina;

and Atlanta, Georgia. We worked with teachers in each of these locations

during the year and each sent a participant to our 1970 summer institute.

Man: A Course of Study is now an integral part of The Teacher's, Inc. teacher-

training program and is being used in the schools of each of these cities.

My work with the members of The Teacher's, Inc. has been the most rewarding

of my many activities during the year.

Our activities with colleges and universities during the grant period, in

addition to presentations to faculty and students, were directed toward two

main goals.

1. Teaming of university and school district personnel to maximize the

impact of innovative curricula on a geographic area. New York University

and schools in Districts 3, 5 and 8 in New York City; the University

of Maryland - Baltimore Campus and the Baltimore Model Cities Schools
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as well as Central Connecticut State College and the Laboratory Schools

and the New Britain and West Hartford Public Schools are prototypes

for the type of program the Regional Center encourgages. Fitchburg

State College in Massachusetts is currently implementing such a program

in conjunction with Worcester and other area schools.

2. Institutionalization of Man: A Course of Study as part of ongoing under-

graduate and graduite level courses in colleges and universities. Central

Connecticut State College is currently using the course as a vehicle

for examing a wide range of substantive and pedagogical issues in social

studies education. Three courses are currently involved as described

above: SS510, a graduate course in social studies methods; ED252, the

undergraduate methods course required of all elementary education students;

and SS520, which is the teacher training course for workshop leaders.

In addition, Man: A Course of Study is being used in the Laboratory Schools

where a large number of student teachers are involved in eight week

practicums during their junior and senior years. This model is being

implemented in varying degrees by: Boston State College, Newton College,

Fitchburg State College, Smith College, Hampshire College, the University

of Massachusetts, and North Adams State College in Massachusetts; Southern

Connecticut State College and the University of Connecticut in Connecticut;

Rhode Island College in Rhode Island; New York University, Bank Street

College, and Columbia University in New York City; the University of

Maryland - Baltimore Campus in Maryland; and D. C. Teachers College

in Washington.

Consultation activities also extended to a number of professional conferences

during the year and these are detailed more fully in the section of this
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report dealing with dissemination. In addition numerous visitors came to
the Regional Center to discuss various problems of introducing innovative
curricula, teacher training, funding and evaluation.

Included in Appendix #6 are two letters
indicating the type of consultation

activities carried on with school districts
during the past year.
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Consultation Activities of the Director during the grant period (June 1, 1969 through

August 31, 1970)

Workshops EDC Schools Conventions
Office
Visitors Others

June 1969 0 5** 0 0 0 0

July 0 0 0 0 0 0

August 0 0 3 0 0 0

September 3 1 3 0 0 0

October 1 4 4 0 2 0

November h 3 0 1 0

December 1 2 3 0 0 0

January 197. 0 2** 3 0 0 2

February 1 2 J 5 4 1 0

Aarch 2 1 3 9 0 0

April 1 1 4 4 0 0

Kay 1 2 2 0 2 0

Tune 1 5** 1 0 5 0

July 0 0 0 0 0 0

August 0 0 2 0 0 0

Totals 15 28 36 17 11 2

(* indicates workshops to prepare teachers for MACOS/conducted by D. Reilley)
(** indicates meeting attended by all Regional Center directors)
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Man: A Course of Study Presentations given by the Director during the grant period

(,Tune 1, 1969 through August 1970)

School
Districts

College
Classes P. T. A.'s

National
Conventions

Office
visitors Other

June 1969 2 0 0 0 3

July 0 3 0 0 7 0

August 1 1 0 0 0 0

September 0 2 0 0 0 0

October 1 1 1 1 "I 1

November 1 -.; 1 0 3 0

December 1 1 0 0 1 1

January 1970 1 1 0 1 0

February 4 1 0 2 0 0

March 5 2 0 3 3

April 3 1 0 1 4 1*

May 5 0 0 0 1 0

June 0 0 0 0 2 0

July 0 2 0 0 1 0

August 0 0 0 0 0 0

Totals 24 18 2 8 28 6

(*indicates multi-state meeting, refer to appendix)
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Dissemination

Throughout the year a third element of our work involved the dissemination

of information about Man: A Course of Study to schools, colleges, and univer-

sities in the eleven state area served by the Regional Center. This section

of the report is sub-divided into four parts: 1) schools and colleges,

2) Education Development Center, 3) national conventions and 4) other meetings.

We wanted to make every school district in the eleven state area served

by the Regional Center aware of both Man: A Course of Study and our existence.

This was accomplished in three ways: 1)through various professional channels,

2) through a mailing to every superintendent of schools in the area, and

1) through five area meetings to which all interested school personnel were

invited. Professional channels consisted of writing to each State Depart-

ment of Education, state social studies council, elementary school principals

and teachers association and union to inform them of our work and to request

that they pass this information on to their collegues. This procedure worked

in varying degrees and any group relying only on this route will fail in

its attempt at large scale dissemination of information about new curricula

and teacher training activities.

Personalized letters, Man: A Course cf Study brochures and a Regional Center

brochure were railed to every superintendent of schools in the area served

during the period December 1, 1969 - February 15, 1970 as was information

about seminars to explain Man: A Course of Study to which each was invited.

I have the feeling that many more were filed in waste baskets than in file

drawers and that this procedure too has definite limitations. A mailing

directly to elementary school principals and supervisors would probably

be more productive but these names and addresses are very difficult to get
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in most. instances. Area meetings were held in Boston, Massachusetts (January

22, 1970); Hartford, Connecticut (January 14, 1970); New York City (January

27, 1970): Philadelphia. Pennsylvania (February 3, 1970) and Baltimore,

Maryland (April 141 1970) to introduce MACOS to interested personnel. An

average of 150 persons attended each of these sessions, representing a total

of 230 school districts, parochial and independent schools. Although this

represented only a small fraction of those invited to the seminars, it proved

to be one of our most effective dissemination procedures and paid off in several

ways. Not only did a relatively high percentage of the school districts

represented introduce the course in 1970-71 but our presentation led to

a number of invitations to speak to other groups. Numerous presentations

were also given to graduate and undergraduate classes in colleges and univer-

sities in the area. Refer to Appendix #5 for copies of letters mailed in

conjunction with these activities. Perhaps our most effective dissemination

tool was the enthusiasm generated wherever the course is being used and our

best disseminators were teachers actually teaching Man: A Course of Study.

We will have to devise ways to utilize this tremendous potential for pro-

fessional dissemination.

In early fall, Peter Dow, director of the Social Studies Curriculum Program

at Education Development Center asked me to chair a National Dissemination

Committee whose tasks would be to: 1) solicit and assist in the preparation

of proposals to the National Science Foundation and United States Office

of Education for summer institutes in 1970, 2) coordinate the dissemination

activities of the various Regional Centers, and 3) arrange for Man: A Course

of Study to be presented at a number of national conventions during the

year. I will not elaborate on these activities but I did accept the appoint-

ment and served as chairman of the National Dissemination Committee for the
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period October 1, 1969 through June 15, 1970.

During the year I attended and gave presentations at the following National

Conventions:

February AASA Atlantic City, New Jersey

March ASCD San Francisco, California

April DESP Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

April NAIS Washington, D. C.

At each we had a hospitality suite where those interested in learning more

about Man: A Course of Stud x could come to discuss the program with us.

These sessions were well attended and I was pleased with the results of

our efforts. We were assisted at the AASA and ASCD Conventions by the fact

that the National Science Foundation had a display on the convention floor

and directed persons interested in our work to our suite.

Throughout the fifteen month grant period, numerous other presentations

were given in school districts, individual schools, colleges and university

classrooms and in our own office. We spoke to independent school teachers

at the Spence School in New York City, parochial school teachers at a special

meeting at Central Connecticut State College, conventioning teachers at a

Project LEARN program in East Lyme, Connecticut, wet teachers at the University

of Maryland - Baltimore Campus and anyone else who would listen to us.

I feel our goal of making educators aware of our existence and of Man: A

Course of Study was a success but a success that must be followed up on during

the coming year.

I would make one final point regarding dissemination activities during the

1969-70 school year. We wrote four different MACOS presentations during
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the year, prepared an eighty slide tray showing students at work with MACOS

and giving an overvie,f of the course, and developed a three screen multi-

media presentation which is now being used by a number of Regional Centers.

It was a busy but most rewarding time.
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Public School Districts/Parochial and Independent Schools Implementing Man:

A Course of Study in area served by the Regional Center (cumulative)

State 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70

**

1970-71
Net increase since
funding of R.C.

Connecticut 1/0 2/1 8/14 20/5 18/4

Delaware i/o 1/0

D. C. (Washington) 1/0 1/0 1/1 3/3 2/3

Maine 1/0 2/0 4/o 3/0

Maryland 1/0 2/1 3/3 2/3

Massachusetts 2/0 7/8 12/9 21/16 14/8

New Hampshire 6/o 6/o

New Jersey i/o 9/2 9/2

New York 1/0 1/0 3/2 13/9 12/9

Pennsylvania 1/0 1/4 5/9 5/9 4/5

Rhode Island 1/0 1/0

Vermont i/o i/o 8/2 7/2

Virginia i/o 2/0 2/0

Others:*

North Carolina 2/1 2/1

Illinois 0/1

Georgia 1/0 1/0

Berlin, Germany 1/0 i/o

Total 7/0 15/13 36/27 100/51 85/38

(*only those schools working directly with CCSC listed'here)
(**figures as of September 30th - will be updated December 1, 1970)
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Evaluation

Another element of our work involved evaluation of the activities carried

on by the Regional Center with special emphasis on the summer institutes

and preparation of workshop leaders. Evaluation of Man: A Course of Study

and student responses to the program was left to participating schools and

school districts. The reports received from numerous school districts were

uniformly positive. This section of the report is sub-divided into two

parts: 1)summer institutes and 2) consultation and dissemination activities.

At the conclusion of both the 1969 and 1970 summer institutes, participants

were asked to complete a detailed evaluation form relating to their experiences

at Central Connecticut State College.

Did the Summer Institute meet your needs and expectations?

Yes
No

1969

74%
26%

1970

95%
5%

Did the Summer Institute prepare you adequately in the following areas?

Anthropology
Pedagogy
In-Service
MACOS

1969, 1272

80%
80%
84
961

21%
27%
40%
54%

The following items refer to segments of our summer institute programs.

These six sessions were selected for inclusion because they were basically

the same in both the 1969 and 1970 summer institutes and because they reflect

a cross section of the areas we attempted to develop. Participants were

asked to evaluate each session in terms of: contribution to in-service work/

contribution to understanding the course. Responses are reported as percentages.
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1. Controversial Issues (opening session)

Much Some Little None

1969 8/14 92/79 0/0 0/7

197o 5o/58 48/4o 2/2 o/o

#1 71/77 20/2 o/o o/o

#2 26/42 7o/54 4/4 0/0

2. Baboons (MACOS)

Much Some Little None

1969 30/30 70/70 0/0 0/0

1970 64/63 32/37 4/o 0/0

#1 7?/73 24/24 1/o o/o

#2 6o/56 36/44 4/o o/o

3. Netsilik (MACOS)

Much Some Little None

1969 ".5/65 65/35 0/0 0/0

1970 73/73, 25/25 2/2 o/o

#1 79/88 18/12 3/o 0/0

0 72/6o 28/36 opt 0/0

4. Contrast Studies (Anthropology)

Much Some Little None

1969 0/8 loo/84 0/8 0/0

1970 53/56 39/36 8/6 0/2

#1. 62/71 35/29 3/o o/o

0 28/40 60/44 12/12 0/4



5. Birth of A Hunter (Pedagogy)

Much Some Little None

1969 20/10 50/40 10/10 0/0

1970 52/46 18/48 8/8 2/0

#1 67/58 2'A/35 10/7 0/0

42 30/15 60/55 5/10 5/0

6, Community Presentations (In- service and Leadership)

Much Some Little None

1969 20/30 50/40 30/30 0/0

1970 60/42 38/15 2/17 PI5

#1 70/46 26/35 4/12 0/7

-#2 34/32 148/36 .16/28 0/14

One of the areas we were most concerned about was leadership training.

Were we adequately preparing participants to work with other teachers and

conduct in-service programs? Summer institute participants were asked if

they felt the need for help in preparing their in-service workshops.

1969 1970

More help 60% 24%

Same 40% 76%

Less help 0% 0%

The responses indicate that those who marked same felt adequately prepared.

Finally, participants were asked to rate the overall summer institute experience.

Outstanding Good Fair Nothing

1969 28% 44% 28% 0%

1970 66% -04% o% 0%

#1 73% 27% 0% 0%

42 56% 44% 0% o
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:in mid-winter, after five monthsof teaching the course and conducting in-

sQl-rir:e workshops, the narticipOts in the 1969 summer institute were asked

riain rate the overall summer institute experience in terms of the pre-

;,aration it gave them for the tasks that faced them In their classrooms and

s,:hool districts.

Outstandinc Good Fair Nothing

54% 7% 0%

Pertipann in the 1970 summer institutes will be similarly questioned

in 3!-In7.:, 1W1.

Alsc, rl-winter, the participants in the 1969 summer institute were

asked ?allowing question: If you were designing a summer institute

what ma,A you include? 32% more practice we king with adults

2E% role play lessons and workshops

more work with students:

18% more classroom films and videotapes

6% more group work and interaction

omit ? work with students

interpret this data but I would

-ifz3 ,..nr institute program better met the

...tiipar,ts than the 1969 program.

af the summer institute was more favorable

utill'Ahg ideas developed than at the end of

..1-Lr.ns were more adequately treated in summer

IWO tha:1 io riummer. 1969.

einj Arn*IyaLs of the two-week intensive summer institute



format will be prepared after additional data is gathered at mid-year.

The evaluation of consultation and dissemination activities takes a more

progmatic form. All school districts introducing Man: A Course of Study

in 1969 and not adopting it district wide at that time expanded the course

and numerous additional schools and school districts introduced the course

in 1970. Since its inception, Man: A Course of Study adoptions in the area

served by the Regional Center at Central Connecticut State College have

equalled all other Regional Centers combined and has annually more than

doubled any other Regional Center.

Personal Observations

It would be easy indeed to make this section of the final report the longest

and most detailed, to relate the numerous successes and frustrations of the

past fifteen months and to elaborate upon our plans for the future. But

I will not; I will instead make a series of generalizations which our experi-

ences lead me to believe are valid and which we will continue to examine

during the current and subsequent grant periods, if funding is granted.

A detailed analysis of these statements and the phenomena generating them

will be included in the report submitted at the termination of Regional

Center activities.

1. Curriculum adoption is a political as well as educational matter in most

school districts.

2. The success of a teacher-training program is more closely linked to inter-

personal relations than to the materials and methodology of the course.

3. Dissemination of a program is most rapid when someone in an area sees

his personal advancement in some way tied to the success of the program.

4. Enthusiasm of teachers and students is the evaluative tool most often

applied to new curriculum by school districts.
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5. A teacher-training program must provide a viable model of what we hope

will ultimately occur in the classroom.

6. The success of our efforts cannot be measured in terms of class sets

sold exclusively, but must be evaluated by criteria which includes the

impact on broader educational concerns.

7. The key to the success of our enterprise is the careful selection of

qualified workshop leaders.

8. There is no universal pattern to the way curriculum adoptions are made

by school districts.

9. Eighty percent of the letters and phone calls received pertain to logistical

and mechanistic concerns.

10. College professors are reluctant to use materials from a single program

for fear it will appear that they have sold their souls to the publisher.

11. The most successful workshop leaders, teachers, administrators, etc.

are people who care about what they are doing and about the people with

whom they are doing it.

12. In all too many cases, the results of our work appear to be in inverse

relationship to our efforts.

13. And so on into another year

In conclusion I would like to thank Central Connecticut State College, the

school districts with whom we have worked, Education Development Center and

the National Science Foundation for their assistance and support during the

grant period. But my special appreciation goes to my staff and persons trained

in our summer institutes, all of whom I am able to address not only as colleagues

but as friends.
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Amsn(lizta

1. Summer Institute 1969
1) Schedule
2) Participants
3) Evaluation Sheet

Summer Institutes-1970
1) Schedule
2) Participants
3) Evaluation.Sheets
1) Information Sheet

Regional Center Brochures
1) 1969
2) 1970

4. Samples of Correspondence
1) Letters to participants in Summer Institute
2) Letter regarding Mid-Winter Conference
3) Letter for area MACOS Seminar

5. Correspondence with One School District (East Greenwich, Rhode Island)
Leading to the Adoption of Man: A Course of Study.

6. Letters of Support
(A proposal submitted October 15, 1970 contained seventeen letters of
support for our project, the following letters are appended here because
they give a view of our consultation activities during the grant period
June 1, 1969 - August 31, 1970)
1) Philip Woodruff Westport (Connecticut) Public Schools
2) Roger Landrum The Teacher's, Inc. (New York City)
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Summer Institute 1969
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a
A C arse
of Study

Summer institute
June 30-August 1

Central Connecticut State College

fr,

REGIONAL CENTER FOR THE 11.41 PROVEM ENT OF INSTRUCTION IN ELFMENTARY SOCIAL STUDIES

supported under a grant from the. National Science Foundation. - Dermen Reilley, Director
40



. . . When, for example, we rend in Aristotle the philia, friendship mom;

citizens, is one of the fundamental requirements for the well being of the

City, ,44a tend to think he ,ras speakin.z of no more than the aosence of fractions

and civil .,ar within it. !ht for the Greeks the essense of friendship consisted

in discoirse. The7 held that only the constant interchan/.e of talk united

citizens in a oolis. In discourse the political importance of friendship

and the humanness pec!liar to it were merle manifest. This converse (in con-

trast to the intimate talk in which individuals talk abo:t tnemselves),

permeated though it may be by pleasure in the friends' prsence, is concerned

with the common world, which -emains 'inhlman' in a very literal sense unless

it is constantlr talked about b., hxman beings. For the world is not h mane

just because it is made by human beings, and it does not become hamane just

because the human voice sounds in it, but only when it hes become the object

of discorse. However mich we are affected by the thinzs of the world,

however iseply thew may stir anc stim late us, they become human for as only

when Je can discuss then with oit fellows. hatever cannot become the object

of discourse- -the trial, sublime, the truly horrible or the uncanny - -nay find

a human voice thro lh which to so.nd into the world, but it is not e.:actly

hrnal. 7e h?manize what is ,.pin7r. on in the world ald i ^ c-arselvss only by

sbealcing of it, and in the course of speaking. of it we learn to be

The above paragra?h is from Chapter One,
'On lamanity In Dark Times', ::en In Dark
Times, b; Hannah i..rendt (Harcourt, 3race
and WOrld, Inc., l9',8)
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SUrPrR INSTITUTE PARTICIPANTS

Connecticut

Central Connecticut State College
!low Britain Public Schools
New Canaan Public Schools
So.int Joseph's School
South Ilindsor Public Schools
Igestport Public Schools
Windham Public Schools

raine

North Haven Public Schools

IThryland

Baltimore Public Schools
University of T'aryland

"arilyn Hott
Shirley Jennings
!.orin "sill
Sr. -ary Forster
Joseph Nolan
Joan. Polnick
Lary Selavka

Dennis 'Jolt'
Thomas "olf

Poosevelt Duncan
Thomas Powers

Vassachusetts

Berkshire Regional School District Bernard rryc
Concord Public Schools Lorry oreland
Uethuen Public Schools Anthony Conte

!Tie Jersey

Glen Ridge Public Schools "ichoel Caruso

Tlew York

Bedford Public Schools

New York University
Smithtown Public Schools

Pennsylvania

School District of Cheltenham Township
Harry Scheibner

Evangeline Fernandez
James Young
Lynne Randolph
Robert Neubauer

Regional Center Staff ''embers Villiam Donovan
Deborah Dowd
Roberta Klett
James 7Foore
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Staff (cont'd)
Dennen Peilley
.Herbert Schrartz
'4:athy Sylva
Arlene welter
Frederic Warner
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StrIM.% II13?Ir:TE SCILDJLE

Monday, Jine 30

Session 1 (9:00 a.m.)
Reception - /eception Room of the Student Center

Session 2 (10:15 a.m.)
Man: A Coarse of Study - controversial issues in the elementary classroom.

leilley

Session j (12:30 p.m.)
Introduction to the Betsilik Eskimos - Caribou Camp (Dowd)

Tuesday, July 1

Session 4 (9:00 a.m.)
Introduction to Man and Other Animals - Baboon Troop (Schwartz)

Session 5 (12:30 p.M.)
Overview of 'clan: A Course of Stady (Reilley and Sylva)

gednesday, July 2

Session 6 (x:00 a.m.)
Contrast Studies - Salmon, Herring Gull and Baboon (Warner)

Session 7 (12:30 p.m.)
Technology - examination of a major theme (Reilley)

Thursday, July 3

Session 8 (9:00 a.m.)
Eskimos at the Sea-Ice Camp - Seal Hinting (Dowd)

Session 9 (12:30 p.m.)
Eskimos at the Sea-Ice Camp - Kigtak (Schwartz)

Session 10 (2100 9.m.)
?reparations for Summer School ?rogram (Dowd and Schwartz)
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Monday, July 7

Session 11 (9:00 a.m.)
Summer School program - Stanley School (Dowd and Schwartz)

Session 12 (12:30p.m.)
Summer School follow-up and planning for next day.* (Dowd and Schwartz)

Observation techniques (Donovan)

Tuesday, July 8

Session 13 (9:00 a.m.)
Summer School program

Session 14 (12:30 p.m.)
Natural Selection (Warner)

Wednesday, July 9

Session 15 (9:00 a.m.)
Summer School program

Session 16 (12:30 p.m.)
Evolution (Warner)

Thursday, Jay 10

Session 17 (9:00 a.m.)
Summer School program

Session 18 (12:30 p.m.)
Aggression ('.Darner)

Friday, July 11

Session 19 (9:00 a.m.)
Sammor School program

Session 20 (12:30p.m.)
Values (Rainey)

Monday, July 14

Session 21 (9:00 a.m.)
Simmer School pro7ram
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Session 22 (12:30 p.m.)
?edagogical techniques - Hicks classroom film (Donovan)

Tuesday, July 15

Session 23 (9:00 a.m.)
Summer School program

Session 24 (12:30 p.m.)
Complete Man and Other Animals materials (Reilley)

Nednesday, July 16

Session 25 (9:00 a.m.)
Summer School program

Session 26 (12:30 p.m.)
Group presentations - summary of class work to date. (Donovan)

Thursday. July 1?

Session 27 (9:00 a.m.)
Summer School program - Stanley School (Dowd and Schwartz)

Session 28 (12:30 p.m.)
Pedaogical techniques - Dow classroom film (Donovan)

Friday, Jil.y 18

Session 29 (9:00 a.m.)
Summer School program

Session 30 (12:30 p.m.)
Imagination (garner)

Monday, July 21

Session 31 (9:00 a.m.)
Summer School program

Session 32 (12:30 p.m.)
Birth of a Hunter - McManas classroom film. (Donovan)
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Tuesday, July 22

Session 33 (9:00 a.m.)
Summer School program

Session 34 (12:30 gm.)
Cosmology (Warner)

Wednesday, July 23

Session 35 (9:00 a.m.)
Summer School program

Session 36 (12:30 p.m.)
Grouping techniques - Xoeller classroom film. (Donovan)

Thursday, July 24

Session 37 (9:00 a.m.)
Summer School orogram

Session 38 (12:30 p.m.)
Complete Netsilik iskimo materials (2eilley)

Friday, J1431- ?5

Session 39 (9:00 a.m.)
Summer School program

Session 40 (12:30 p.m.)
Group presentations - final summary of class ,Tork. (Donovan)

Monday, July 28

Seision 41 (9:00 a.m.)
Questions to the staff of the Regional Center. (Reilley)

Session '4.2 (12:30 p.m.)
Major themes of Man: A Course of Study - small groups (Staff)

Tuesday, July 29

Session 43 (9:00 a.m.)
Parallel curriculum - a theory of in-service training (Reilley and Walter)
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Session 4 (12:30 p.m.)
Evaluation findings and procedass (Reilley and Walter)

'4ednesday, July 30

Session 45 (9:00 a.m.)
Planning for in-service and ?re-service courses. (Staff)

Session 46 (12:30 p.m.)
Independent study

Thursday, July 31

Session 47 (9:00 a.m.)
Plans for the coming year - courses, teacher and P.T.A. presentations.

(Reilley)

Session 48 (12:30 p.m.)
Preparation of materials for the coming year - small groaps (Staff)

Friday, August 1

Session 49 (9:00 a.m.)
Man: A Course of Study and the "New Social Studies" - an analysis

(Reilley)

Session 50 (12:30 p.m.)
Conclading session - evaluation of Summer Institute. ( Reilley)

*
During the three week Summer School program the first half-hour of each

a'ternoon session will be spent planning the next day's class work.



rur.,3day, July 1

1. Jan: jL Coirsz: of St.zdy .,n Conroe
Lae entnr/ 3chools f :):....ter Dow anuril 1, o27::

2. :nformatiion about hboons irven Le Ion,. (Z,anual 5, 72)
3. The Conce)t of Culturo by .-lanr; lu.tlenheira (.1anua1 1, ,),?...,;e 35)

.c.,..rin.eay, duly

1. the '3tuc1 y of Aninals by :iko rinber ri (::anual 1, .) ." :e 17)
2. Innate and Learned iehavior by irven DeVore (ilanuLa 1,

23)
3. hy Technolow in a Course on ,;an? by Oator Dolr and 3.ichard

losenbloorm (iinnu:=.1 1, pa 59)

Thursday, J117 3

1. :Inn in the Social !orld (i:anual 1, ylt:e 52)
2. The .4,skimos by :thud :asmussen (nual 1, ?Lye 6)
3. The ,'etsilik by A,,en 3alikci (handout)

I.:onday, July 7

1. Usin.; the Lesson :lans (.1anua1
2. Infornal 1"..r..)ma (anual ?,

ruesday, tidy 8

1. "Reedin:s ozi atural ":election 1I) (handoit)

e3nedav, Julv 9

1. din on 7..:-.turL.1 ..ielction II (handout)

rhursday J111 10

1. r1in on sion' (handout)

Tuay, July 22
1. "orld fietr (nual 1, .3a 7:-.; 70)

Thursday, July ?.4.

1. The Chan,inl: Lives of Canada's _skims (i-lanual 1, ":a 120)

7, e 5)
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fuesday, July ?.9

1.

2.

3.

4.

Other:

The 2arallel Curriculum
:Lan: A Coarse of itudV

(EDC handout)
Evaluation in the Social

(iLDC booklet)

- 3rief ',evie:r of ..valuation

'studies Describtion of the
EEC ?roz,ram (,:,DC handout)

Teacher Lducation: "...)erienc.is in the Field (LAIC handout)

All barticipants sholld read the 1.';an: A Coarse of Audy
tuOent and teacher boo'clets )ribr to the second 7clek of the
Summer Institute.

3upplenent2ry boOcs for stu43nts and teachers are reserved
in a s?ecial s'ection of the social Science Cirriculum Labor-
atory and yol should f.Jel Crce to sign these oat for use
durin3 tho Summer Institute.

.C.TZ!;: Assi;nments should be road b/ the data indicated on this sheet
es the day's work will center on issues raised in the various
?apers.
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cTiouPs

Durinrr the three-,,eek rummer Sc'rlool program involvinr

students at the rtanley School, Institute partici-

pants will he assirned to

Group. 1

"ichnel Caruso
Anthony Conte
rooseyelt Duncan
Sr. Yary Forster
Shirley Jc,nninFs
Yrrin r gill
L^ry relaylzn
Dennis "olf
,Tres Young*

rrOTE:

the follolinr rroups:

Group 2

Evanreline Fernande:z
T3ernard Frye
7arilyn Pott
Larry "orelnnd
Potcrt Jeubauer
Joseph 1:olan
Lynne Rnndolph
Jon Rolnick
Parry Scheibner
Thomas Yolf

Group 1 will berrin the three-eek exnerience

yYith Schwartz (r ^n and Other imPls) and

Crone 2 vyith T rs. Doge? ("etsilik Eskimos),

on Thursday of the second veek of the Summer

School proRram the rroups ^rill be rc?yersed r.nd

Groun 1 finish the three-week experience

with I'rs. Dowd Mtsili Fskimos) and Group 2

with Schwartz and Other inimals).
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REGIONAL CENTE13 FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION
IN E1EMENTARY SOCIAL STUDIES

Summer Institute 1969

Staff

Dennen Reilley
Central. Connecticut State College

1615 Stanley Street
New Britain, Connecticut 06050
(203) 225 -7481 Ext. 487

William Donovan
Central Connecticut State College
1615 Stanley Street
New Britain, Connecticut 06050

(203) 2254481 Ext. 46o

Frederic Warner
Central Connecticut State College
1615 Stanley Street
New Britain, Connecticut 06050

(203) 225-7481 Ext. 441

Deborah Dowd
Smith School
64 st. James
West Hartford, Connecticut,
(203) 233-3685

Herbert Schwartz
Aiken Elementary School
212 King Philip Drive
West Hartford, Connecticut
(203) 233-2691

:Participants

Michael Caruso
Glen Ridge Middle School
265 Ridgewood Avenue
Glen Ridge, New Jersey
(201) 743-5741

Anthony Conte
Marsh School
Pelham Street
Methuen, Mass. 01844
(617) 685-2391

Central Connecticut State College

1363 Farmington Avenue
West Hartford, Connecticut 06107

(203) 521.4765

75 Park Drive
New Britain, Connecticut 6050

(203) 224-1860

Warner Road
Barkhamsted, Connecticut
(203) 693-2309

146 Loomis Drive
West Hartford, Connecticut
(203) 521-0873

53 Litchfield
Hartford, Connecticut
(203) 243-0140

327 Highland Avenue
Kearny, New Jersey 07032

(201) 998-1956

19 Sunset Avenue
Methuen, Massachusetts 01844

(617) 682-4359
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Roosevelt P. Duncan
Baltimore City Public School #95
_(Franklin Sq. Elementary)
1400 Lexington Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21217
(301) 467-4000

Mrs. Evangeline M. Ftrnandez
Fox Lane Middle School
Bedford Road
Bedford, New York 10506

(914) 666-6731

Sister Mary Elizabeth Forster
St. Joseph's School
29 Edson Street
New Britain, Connecticut
(203) 223-5959

2921 Edgecombe Circle North
Baltimore, Maryland 21215
(201) 367-1026

28 Barker Street
Mount Kisco, New York 10549
(914) 666-8648

205 South Main Street
New Britain, Connecticut 06N0

06050 (203) 223-6586

Bernard J. Fryc
Mt. Everett Regional School
Berkshire School Road
Cheffield, Massachusetts 01257
(413) 229-8734

Marilyn Rott
Stanley School
1679 Stanley Street
New Britain, Connecticut 06050
(203) 225-7481 Ext. 257

Shirley Jennings
Thomas Jefferson School
140 Horse Plain Road
New Britain, Connecticut
(203) 223-8007

89 Boardman Street
Sheffield, Massachusetts 01257
(413) 229-2167

22 Meadow Farms Road
West Hartford, Conrecticut
(203) 521-3949

26 Belridge Road
New Britain, Connecticut 06053

06053 (203) 229-9566

Mrs. Karin Naill
West School
Ponus Street
New Canaan, Connecticut 06840
(203) 966-4506

Robert W. Neubauer
Meadow Glen Elementary School
Smithtown, Nev York 11787
(516) 265-3060 EXt. 314

g

635 Laurel Road
New Canaan, Connecticut 06840
(203) 966-9197

239 Second Street
St. James, New York 11780
(516) 862-8269
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Joseph C. Nolan
Eli Terry School
Griffin Road
South Windsor, Connecticut
(203) 644-1567

Thomas Posers
University of Maryland
(Baltimore Campus)
Division of Education
5401 Wilkens Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21228
(301) 744-7800 Ext. 305

Lynne Randolph
New York University
School of Education
Washington Square
South Building, Floor 3
New York, New York 10003
(212) 598-2991

Joan Rolnick
Burr Farms School
Burr Farms School Road
Westport, Connecticut 06860
(203) 227-8451

71 Colonial Drive
Windsor, Connecticut 06095

06074 (203) 688-1519
or

236 Scott Drive
South Windsor, Connecticut 06074

Harry A. Scheibner
Shoemaker School
Church and Stahr Roads
Elkins Park, Pennsylvania 19117
(215) 635-3800 EXt. 180 or 181

Lary Selavka
North Windham School
Jordan Lane - Route 203
North Windham? Connecticut 06256
(203) 423-4546 Ect. 27

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wolf
North Haven Maine 04853
(207) 867 -4409

James J. 'roung

Fox Lane Middle School
Bedford Road
Bedford, New York 10506

(914) 666-6731

6 Fisk Circle
Annapolis, Maryland 21402

(301) 268-0250

60 First Avenue 20C
New 'York, New York 10009
(212) 254-0958

33 Highland Road
Westport, Connecticut 06880
(203) 227-7633

2147 Woodlawn Avenue
Glenside, Pennsylvania 19038
(215) 887-0357

6 Main Street
East Hampton, Connecticut 06424
(203) 267 -2156

Thoroughfare Elementary
North Haven? Maine 04853
(207) 867-4793

790 Delano Road
Yorktown Heights, Nev York 10598
(914) 245-6729
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REGIONAL CENTER FOR Val) IMPROWNERT OF INSTRUCTION

IN ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STUDIES

Central Connecticut State College

Man: A. Course...AA:Max

Summer Institute 1969

Evaluation Sheet

The purpose of this evaluation sheet is to deterains your reaction to the Summer

Institute prop an as offered this year. Your answers will assist the staff in the

preparation of next year's program. Thank you.

Section I

Please rate the Summer Institute schedule in to of (A) contribution to in-service

work and (B) contribution to understanding the course.

Session I

2

Session 3

Session 4

Session 5

Session 6

Session 7

Session 8

Reception

Coltroversial issues

Netsilik Minos

Baboon Troop

MA= overview

Technology

Contrast Studies

Seal IhsOnS

A.

b

A.

B.

A.

B.

A.

B.

A,

B.

A.

B.

A,

B.

A.

B.

high average

..00000.0.0.0.1000.0000

(.M..

low
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Session 9 Old Nigtak A.

B.

high lvw

.....o..www.m.**ww...

Irmew...som

*ow
.0. Owialmo.MMIO 4rw*

Session 12 Observation A.

B. anWI.Vesty.mPla nrilsolDO

Session 14 Natural SoIection A. ,..0
B.

000.4MNIIMOMOOS OnywwMr. .OwN, mossOMB.Y.MOMM

Session 16 Evolution A. an11011.1.1myno.ayllIffr 111.. 4011tf. IM117.0.

B. 4.16.04.1.1.1.11., .1,01.6

Session 18 Aggression A. aMlaeuma

B.

.dmilshiblOW.MIMOWOM.P.M.MIMMOD.100.0.11.0MOVIM.10

..m.mmywomMum.M.Wft Oadimm.O.mm. 01000100.

Session 20 Values A. 4lWY

B. apA 1Ms

Session 22 Hicks classroom film A.

ft..ip.no

IWWW.4m1Im.10.M. Mawal42VMWOMM.M. wv*.

B.

Session 24 cgastions A.

.
B.

omIllbamlaidowei ..01.1 fee. /,..+1.....

Session 26 Group presentations A.

B.

Session 28 Do classroom file A.

0110 0110111111111ti. S.M.1

fa.. ?now .11/II4y.10110P.41111.. 1.4.71=.01

B.

Session 30 1> nation A.

....patuaraion.

B.

MulturnImlaffil.as tvnuaolutlINNIalmix .W.ar1711.1.111Mow

..ae Mal.m. Oulu4..0.011. .11110...N.M. tweamMeal

Session 32 McManus clasaroom fibs A.

B.

An10* .1WriN <11ewamiusulliam 761.1.*

Olinala.Ea ..toRna.mow xwo walommar %COW

Session 24 Cosmology A. 4.1,11.111 1...1././...41111MEN .1.1.10111.0 IMS11.01.1.11.10.0.

B. .111. me ...OP4.011.1115. =1101011.1

Sesaion 36 &seller classroom film A.

B.

ous.glaywns...01 %.111.01./mmOme eAmmlimInIrs osv..aVV111.2e,ow* on a... Inteatme....
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Session 38 Summary

B.

Session 40 Group presentations A,

Be

Session 41 Questions

B.

Session 42 Major themes A.

B.

Session 43 Parallel curriculum fi,

Session 44 Evaluation findings

O

Session 45 Planning A.

B.

Session 47 Presentations A.

Ba

Session 49 New Social Studies A..

B.

higti

rymair

04.11.101. .ffierimm* MMTra rn.bWrg...mW r
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Section II

Won :10 you MI% like (chea all that apply)

1. more bet, in p).-..e.ining y.yar
,p....z.shop

2. going throw, MOOS 1(303021Z
and. activit:',;; more irate asively

3 more inforst;ion about coirse
con;..ent

more etance 3 teach stadentE5
in sumer a: ool program

5. more preirle,rng of films,
sliles, red ;s, etc.

6. more dlscuswons Of
tea ng insigne!!!

7, gore ir:1:-unatice about

8, more olpar!,nnity to

Section UI

Conoatnts

Of the follovingg pleave indicate those you feel were (A)w.arierirtreesed, (B) overstressed,

(C) adequately represented) ani also in& este the degree to Tdh Jai each was helpful to

yon (D) highly, Wi molerately, and (F) little,

1, Anthropology A. B. Co*all -21/04 .00
J B. F.

2, Pedagogy (theory) A. B.
D. B. F.

3. In-service work A. B. C.
1.M11

D. E

4, NACOS A. B C
D E

Moo. MINaliftAM

}1.11



5. Other
110110.1.11

A., B. C,

D. E. F,

OfIction IV

Fkease evaluate the composition of the poxtiotpating group in terms of accomplishing

the aims of the Summer Institute .

Size

2. Interests

3, Spirit

4. Other

Section V

too large

about right

too smell.011110.111.1...

too homogeneous

about right

-------- too diverae

sense of cohesiveness--------

neutral.MI/OWO

ampe=11 scale antagonism

Comstente

Rate each of tbe following in 'Amos of yeur personal reactions.

Comments

I Opportunity for informal talks and exehange of
ideas.

A. with other participants apple
not enough

B. with steft members .e le
not enough.1

2. Pace of the conference too intense

------- about right
draw

,. Planned social activities too nany
about ri&;

VIAIWOM ftomaala,
not encout..4h



4. Balance of preatical information and
conceptual knowledge presented

5. Scheduling of the Institute

6. Did Summer Institute meet your
needs and expectations?

7. Summer Institute as a whole

Section VI

vvvvo., V
Mia

0.1,...081

vd.11100.10MINIES,

MOVVVIIMOVVIYONINVIN

wi01101....

too practical
el mat right
too conceptual

too ,structured
about right
too loose

yes
no

outstanding
good
fair
not worth time or money

1. In retrospects, do you feel you needed more knowledge about MACCX, before

the Summer Institute?

2. Do you feel you had adequata information about the Summer Instit rte itself

prior to arrival?

3. Can you recall what you hoped to gala from the conference before you arrived?

Were those expectations met?
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4. What suggections weld yo m make Tor Ntsve Summer Institutes of this type?

5. Were there areas of concern you feel should have been covered, that were not

6. Were there tcpics or ideas that were over-emphasized?

7. Evaluate the Demmer Institute staff in terms of meeting your needs during the

the five-week session.

8. What is your opinion of the Summer School experience involving students and.

Summer Institute Terticipante with NACOS?

9. now effective was the strategy of segmmling the Summer -nstitute? f week 1-

involvement with NACOS, Week 2 through 4 - involvement with students. and

Wieh 7 - preparations for in-service workshops)
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10. Of all that happened during the Summer institute, What was most mrprising

to you?

11. What was the best thing about the Summer Institute?

12. What was most disappointing?

13. Would you like to have the group reassemble for one or two days at
OWIWPMAT.

mid-year to discuss what has gone on since the Sasser Institute?

Would your school district allow you to attend and underwrite yaw' expenses?

14. What kind of assistance would you like Regional ter Staff to give you

during the coming year?
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Summer Institutes 1970
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r

MAN:
A Course
Of Study

1970
Summer Institutes
June 28 -July 11
July 19 Aug.1

Supported Under A Groot From
The Notional Science Foundation
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. . When, for example, we read in Aristotle that phip.a, friendship among

citizens, is one of the fundamental requireMents for the well being of the

City, we tend to think he was speaking of no more than the Absence of

factions and civil war within it. But for the Greeks the essence of friend-

ship consisted in discourse. They held that only the constant interchange

of talk united citizens in a polia. In discourse the political importance

of friendship and the humanness peculiar to it were made manifest. This

converse (in contrast to the intimate talk in which individuals talk About

themselves), permeated though it may be by pleasure in the friends' pretence,

is concerned with the common world, which remains 'inhuman' in a very literal

sense unless it is constantly talked about by human beings. For the world

is not humane just because it is made by human beings, and it does not

become humane just because the human voice sounds in it, but only when it

has become the object of discourse. However much we are affected by the

things of the world, however deeply they may stir and stimulate us, they

become human for us only when we can discuss them with our fellows. What-

ever cannot become the object of discourse--the truly sublime, the truly

horrible or the uncanny--may find a human voice through which to sound into

the world, but it is not exactly human. We humanize what is going on in the

world and in ourselves orly by speaking of it, and in the course of speaking

of it we learn to be human.

From "On Humanity In Dark Times"
in Men In Dark Times, by Hannah
Arendt THarcourt, Brace and World,
Inc., 1968)
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SUMMER INSTITUTE PARTICIPANTS

SESSION 1 (June 23-July 11, 1970)
Burlington, Connecticut

Ann Malanhowski
Camden DelErzare

Ann Stallings
CapeElabeth, Maine

Michael Berlin
Chicago, Illinois

Ruth Marx
East Greenwich, Rhode Island

Richard Maguire
East Lyme, Connecticut

Richard Waterman
Farmington, Connecticut

Margaret Crowley
Greenwich, Connecticut

Eileen Monroe
Hartford, Connecticut

Nancy Mahoney
Holyoke, Massachusetts

Daniel Thompson
Lebanon, New Hampshire

Shirley Anderson
Mahwah, New Jersey

John O'Shields
Mamaroneck, New York

Dianne Durante
Montclair, New Jersey

Richard Bartell
Louis D'Argenzio

Moorestown, New Jersey
Jacqueline Hockenbury

SESSION 2 (July 19August 1, 1970)
Baltimore, Maryland

Frances Ellington
Belchertown, Massachusetts

Laura Gabel ,

Berlin, Germany
Angela Schnapp

Brooklandville, Maryland
Marion Field

Cape Elizabeth. Maine
Linda MocLoed

Chapel Hill, North Carolina
David Perry
George Scarola

Newport, Vermont
Albertha Darby

Niskayuna, Few York
Elizabeth Dumez
Dorothy Kellogg

Pit. .E2.,eld, Massachusetts

John Hadden
Reading, Connecticut

Thomas Fogarty
Rutland, Vermont

Hazel Looker
Sherborn, Massachusetts

Cynthia Poltrack
Somersworth, New Hampshire

George Sawyer
Springfield, Massachusetts

Michael Glickman
Totowa, New Jersey

William Hagman
Westbrook, Maine

David Bois
Barbara Mertens

White Plains, New York
Catherine Noonan

Worcester, Massachusetts
Cannella D'Elia
Patricia Gilberg

Fairfax, Virginia
Cynthia Allen
Margie Thompson

Greenwich, Connecticut
Elaine deBeauport

Hartford, Connecticut
Bessie Roth

Katonah, New York
James Craffey

Ledyard, Connecticut
Robert Sandin

Lincoln, Massachusetts
Ruth Wales
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Littleton, Massachusetts
Gail Barney
Arthur Covell

Mansfield Connecticut
Edward Hooper

Newport Teets, Virginia
Doris Rawls

New York City
Melanie Barron
Donald Jacobs
Hindy List
Lois Phifer

Shelburne, Vermont
Jack Stewart

CENTRAL COPNECTICUT STATE COLLEGE
Regional Center Staff

William Donovan
Deborah Dowd
Roberta Klett
Lawrence Lindquist
James Moore
Dennen Berney
Herbert Schwartz
Albert Tozloski
Frederic Warner

Sudbury, MassachurJetts
Kathryn Carter
Elizabeth Rizza

Townshend, Vermont
Gregory Andruschkevttch

Washington, D. C.
Grace Cowan

Westport, Connecticut
Christine Johnston

Windsor, Connecticut
Carolyn Fletcher
William Neznayko
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susaR INSTITUTE SCHEDULE

L;111110AY

Session 1 / 7:30 p.m.
Man: A Course of Study-Controversial Issues in the Classroom

Prior readings: Bruner Toward a Theory of Instruction (selections)
Dow Man: A Course of Study
Jones Fantasy and Feeling in Education

Issue: Affective and cognitive learning
Materials: Film "Caribou Camp" cartridge #2 and #4
Questions: 1. What was your affective reaction to the film? (feelings)

2. What was your cognitive reaction to the film? (knowledge)

3. Why show a film like this to children?
Reilley, Donovan, Dowd, Lindquist, Schwartz and WarnerStaff:

MONDAY
Session 2 / 8:00 a.m.
Role of the Social Studies in Education

Prior readings: Bruner irocess of Education (selections)
Holt The Underachieving School (selections)
Leonard Education and Ecstasy (selections)
Postman & Weingartner Teaching as a Subversive Activity

(selections)
Issue: Media as a catalyst for interaction
Materials: Film "No Little Hope"
Cuestions: 1. What is the role of education in our culture?

2. What is the role of social studies in the schools?
3. What group processes have we been involved in?

Staff: Reilley, Donovan, Dowd and Schwartz
Session 3 / 10:00 a.m.
Introduction -- Baboon Materials

Post readings: DeVore Primate Behavior (chapter 5)
MACOS manual #5 Baboons (p. 9-19 and 40-45)
MACOS booklets Animals of African Savanna, Baboons and

Baboon Troop
Issue: Social Organization as an adaptive mechanism
Materials: Baboon cut-outs, Transparency "Baboon Troop Organization"

Films "Animals of AMboseli" and "The Young infant"
cuestions: 1. How is the baboon adapted to his environment?

2. .How does social behavior evolve?
3. How will students perceive and relate these materials?

Staff: Donovan, Dowd, Reilley and Schwartz
Session 4 / 12:.R0 p.m.
Introduction -- Netsilik Eskimo Materials

Prior reading: MACOS booklet antler and Fang
Post readings:

Issue:
Materials:

Balikci The Netsilik Eskimos
MACOS manual #1 The Netsilik Eskimos (p.
MACOS manual #6 The Inland Camps (p. 33-
MACOS booklets The Arctic, Stalking the

This World We Know
Social organization and the hunting way
Films "Life on the Tundra" and "Caribou
Record "Words Rise Up"
Games "Caribou Hunting" (both versions)
Booklets Antler and Fang :tnd Stalking th

86-119)
65)
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c.uestions:

Staff;
Session 5 / 7:30 p.m.
WI--yt Makes Man Human?

Prior readings:

Issue:
Materials:

'questions:

Staff:

TUESDAY
Session 6 / 8:00 a.m.
The Life Cycle

lost readings:

Practicum in the
Materials:

Puestions:

Staff:
Session 7 / 12:30
Contrast Studies

Prior readings:

Issue:

Materials:

Westions:

p

1. What straterLies are most successful?
d-. HoT: is this MACOS simulation similar to .r di.Mrent

from a real Eskimo hunt?
What aspects of life can be explored through simulritioli
Whit do students learn on their own from participatin
in simulation?

Donovan, Dowd, Reilley and Schwartz

1.

4.

-- an overview of the course
Beals Culture in Trocess (selections)
Dow Man: A Course of Study
Sanders Social Education (Vol. 34, no. 4 - selections)
What's new about the 'New Social Studies'?
Films "Time for Learning" and multi-screen presentation
Slides "Overview of MACOS"
1. What is the role of content in the course?
2. What is the dominant pedagogy in the course?

What are the objectives of the program?
Reilley

Lorenz King Solomon's Ring
MACOS manual 0 Introduction (p. 5-25)
NACOS manual Study of Animals (p. 17-22)
substance and pedagogy of Man: A Course of Study
Booklets The Life Cycle and The Salmon
Films "Life Cycle of the Salmon" and T-T films (Dow & Hicks)
1, What are the similarities and differences beti,:een man

and other animals?
2. In what -Tay is the life cycle significant for the

continuity of the species?
3. What principles of education are illustrated by the

materials?
Donovan, Dowd, Reilley and Schwartz

.m.

Staff:
Session 8 / 7:30 p.m.
Ethnocentrism

Prior readings: Chance The Eskimo of. North Alaska (chapter 1)
Issue: Man's view of himself and his in-group

MACOS booklets Salmon, Herring Gull, Innate and Learned
Behavior and Baboons

Is there an anatomical or behavioral progrestion from the
simple to the complex among species?

Films "Life Cycle of the Salmon", "Herring Gull Behavior"
and "The Older Infant"

1. What is adaptation?
2. What variety of adaptations can we observe in species?

What is the difference between instinctive and learned
behavior?

4... Is there a progression from specific instincts to genera-
lized behavioral capacities, from solitary to social
behavior, from innate to learned responses?

Warner, Donovan, Dowd, Reilley and Schwartz
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Materials: Film "Knud"
0uestions 1. 'Int does man call himself or his group?

2. What does this identifying ford mean?
3. What connection does man's ethnocentrism have with

his relationship with other peoples?
21. Hoe does ethnocentrism affect man's "world vice?

Staff: Lindquist

WEDNESDAY
Session 9 / 8:00 a.m.
Concept Booklets

Pior readings: MACOS manual c1,1 The Netsilik Eskimos (p. 23-34)
DeVore tape "Herring Gull Behavior"

Post readings: MACOS manual #3 (p. 32-34 and 48-49)
MACOS manual A Herring Gulls (p. 17-19 and 30-32)

Practicum in the s;lbstance and Pedajc;m: of Nan: A Course cf.
Study -:/2

Materials: MACOS booklets structure and Function, Animal Adaptation,
Information and Behavior, and Innate and
Learned Behavior

Structure/Function kits
questions: 1. How does an animal's behavior help it to survive

in a particular environment?
2. How do animal behaviors and their causes effect

the cycle of animal species?
3. Ho do students survive in a school environment?

Staff: Donovan, Dowd, Reilley, Schwartz and Warner
Session 10 / 12?30 p.m.
Observation Techniques

Prior reading: Kohl 6 Children (selection)
MACOS booklet The Observers Handbook

Issue: . The gathering and use of data
Materials: VTR of new EDC classroom footage
Nestions: 1. What is observable in classroom behavior?

2. Hot' can we gather and use observed data?
3. Hc.r, can this data be used to improve instruction?

Staff: Moore, Donovan, Dowd, Reilley and Schwartz

THURSDAY
Session 11 / 8:00 a.m.
Baboons

Prior reading: MACOS booklet Field. Motes
Post readings: MACOS manual 9it5 Baboons (p. 9 14, 4-6 & 8-9)

NACOS booklet Chimpanzees
Precticum 5.n the s.i.b%tc.n^.c end poy or Nall: Course of Sty
#3

Materials: Record "In the Field"

Films "Older Infant", "Baboon Troop" and "Miss Goodall
and the Chimps"

NACOS booklets Field Notes, Chimpanzees and Communication
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cuestions:

Staff:
Session 12 / 2:00 p.m.
Aggression

Prior readings:

1. In 'tat ways are baboons arpl chimps perceived ns
similar to humans?

2. How are baboons and human dominance pntterns similar?
3. What baboon behavior will he useful in helping

children understand their behavior?
ti. What is the difference betueen animal communication

and human language?
Donovan, Dowd, Reilley, Schwartz and Warner

Issue:
Materials:

2Uestions:

Staff:
Session 1"; ./ p.

natural Selection
Prior readings:

Issue:
Materials:
questions

Staff:

FRIDAY
Session 14 / 8:00
Kigtak

Prior readings:

Practicum in the
Materials:

Post readings:

cIgeStions:

Staff:

"Readings on Aggression" (selections)
Lorenz On Aggression
Montagu Man and Aggression
Aggression - innate or cultural behavior
Film "Dynamics of Male Dominance"
1. What is aggreSsion?
2. Is aggression innate or cultural in origins?
3. Is aggression innate or cultural in expression?
4. Can aggressive behavior be eliminated or avoided?
Warner

m.

Biological Science: An Inquiry into Life (excerpts)
Trivers natural Selection I (essay)
Hamburg Expressions of the Emotions in Man (excerpts)
Genetic variation within a species
Film "The Peppered Moth"
1. Why is a high mortality rate important in natural

selection?
2. What is genetic variation?

What is non-random selection?
4. What are natural selection and sexual selection?
Tozloski

DePoncins Kabloona (selections)
MACOS booklet On Firm Ice
MACOS manual (pp. 66-68 a: 92-95)
MACOS manual ;IN (pp. 5-28)
sustance and pedagogy of Man: A Course of Study
Record "Words Rise Up"
MACOS booklets Journey to the Arctic and Songs and

Stories of the rretsilik Eskimos
Film T.T film (Koeller)
1. What ere the cultural differences between the Fetsilik

and American attitudes toward old people?
2. Are discussions of values appropriate to the classroom

and if so, chat is the role of the teacher in such
discussions?

Donovan, Dowd, Reilley, Schwartz and Warner
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Session 15 / 12:'.0 p.m.
Technology

Ilor readings; Balikci. The Wetsilik Eskimos (Ietsilik Mat4rial
Culture)

MACOS manual A Why Technology in o Study Of Man?
(PP. 59.69)

Sylva Themes of Man: A Course of StuclY
Technology and cultural adaptation
Film "Autumn River Camp" cartridges 3 0; 4
Manipulative materials

Questions: 1. is a tool?
2. How are tools a manifestation of humancsI?
1. What is structure in learning?

Assignment: In groups of three select and trace a theme from the
course, paper due Tuesday afternoon.

Reilley, Donovan, Dowd and Schwartz
.m.

Issue:

Materials:

Staff!
Session 16 / 7:0 p
Evolution

Prior readings:

Issue:
Materials:
ruestions:

Staff:

Trivers Patural Selection II (essay)
Washburn "Tools and Human Evolution" (pp. *---15)

EvoLztion of man
none
1. What evidence is there that species evolve
2. Is evolution a "theory" or a "fact"?
'1. Is man still evolving in a physical sense?
4. Is man evolving in ways other than physical?
5. Can man influence his own evolution?
Touoski

SATURDAY
Session 17 / 8:00 a.m.
14etsilik Family Life

Prior readings:

Post readings:
Practicum in the
Materials:

Questions:

Staff:

MACOS manual a World View and The Oetsilik Eskimos
NACOS booklets This World We Know, Kiviok, Songs and

Stories and Journey to the Arctic
NACOS manual 0-
substance and pedagogy of Man: A Course of Study
Film T-T film (McManus)

"Autumn River Camp" cartridges 1 & 2
Record "Words Rise Up"
MACOS booklets Journey to the Arctic, The Data Book, This

Wo:dd We Know and manual al.
Filmstrip "aetsilik Life"
1. In what ways do men and women depend on each other?
2. How does a Inman being become a Hetsilik, an American

or a member of any society he grows up in?
3. Mrat does this material show about children's motiva-

tions for learning?
Donovan, Dowd, Lindquist, Reilley and Schwartz
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Session 10 / 12:30 p.m.
Cosmology

Prior readings: Chance The Eskimo of Borth Alaska (chapter 5)
Turnbull The Forest People
Taylor Cultural (lays

The universebene7olent and malevolent power aspects
Records "Religion' (from "Ways of Mankind" series)

"Words Rise Up"
1. How does man conceive of the heavens and of the

supernatural?
2. How does this conception inter-relate with his ethno-

centrism?
3. Is the cosmological concept a purely human concern

and how does it inter-relate with man's ecological
setting?

4. hat common themes are found in myths and graphic
constructs of a peoples beliefs?

5. How do man's cosmological concepts inter-relate with
his social and behavioral natterl-s?

Staff: Lind:mist and Warner

Issue:
Materials:

uestions:

MOicDAY

Session 19 / 8:00 a.m.
Nuliajuk

ost readings:

Practicum in the
Materials:

nuentions:

Staff':

Session 20/ 2:'0 p.m
The Iarallel Curricu

Post readings:
Assignment:

Staff:
Session 21 / 7:30 p.
Imagination

Prior readings:

Issue:
Materials:

MACOS manual 0 (pp. 29-90)
MACOS .:oolf:lets Journey to the Arctic and The Arctic
substance and pedagogy of Lan: A Course of *3-tudT7:
Films "Winter Sea Ice Camp" cartridges 2, 5 & 6
Record "Words Rise Up"
Seal Hunting Game
1. How is the purpose of the game similar to and differerlt

from the caribou hunting game?
2. What are the differences between what you learn

about hunting in the film and in the game?
3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of model-

building in teaching?
Donovan, Dowd, Reilley, Schwartz and Warner

lum
Seminars for Teacher
Individually, take the first three seminars and resh:e
to meet the needs of the teachers with whom you !rill be
working during the coming year, due Friday Afternoon.
Reil2ey, Donovan, Dowd and Schwartz

m.

MACOS booklet Songs and Stories of the Netsilik Eskimos
Taylor Cultural Ways (Chapters 1:; & 14)
The degree to which imagination is a human e:Tression.
Films "The Legend of the Raven"

"The Loon's Necklace"
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'11esti0115 :

Staff:

1. Is there a pattern of imaginative expression?
2. Do imaginative aspects reflect reality or pareality
3. Do imaginative aspects reveal certain basic human

concerns?
11. How do the imaginative aspects of a people give clues

about ::eneral cultural patterns?
Lindouist

TUESDAY
Session 22 / 0.00 a.m.
Classroom Drama

Prior Reading:

Post Readin

Issue.
Materials

The True Flay of How Itimangnar1. Got Kingnuk The ,Arl
He Peally ; ?anted

The (fleed to Explain" (p. 29-.) )
The !.etsilik Eskimo on Sea Ice
"Informal Drama" (p. 0.12) in A Guide for the Course
"The Story of Huliajuk" (p. in Songs and Stories
The classroom drama and creative thought
"True Play"
1. !That is the value of somethinLL. like "The True :la "?
2. Tlat are the techniques and procedures involved in

dranatic play?
How can children develop an ability to occasionally
view their own society as someone from the outside
world?

Donova, Dowd. Reilley and Schwartz
Session 2") 7:710 p.m.

Leadership
Prior readings:
Issue:
n.uestions:

Staff.

Seminars for Teachers
T.,iiat does it mean to be an effective workshop leaden?
1. ale is leadership?

inherent in in-service workshops?
to be an effective workrhop

2. ..1.1at problems are

Tj. What does it mean
leader?

More. Donovan, Dol.Yd,.

T.IEDHESDAv

Sessio-. 21! / 8:00 a.m.
In Service Workshops

reading:
:..racticum in staff

Materials:

Reilley and. Schwartz

Teacher Education: Experiences in the Field
development I_
Seminars for Teachers
ledia end booklets as required by groups
1. That are the goals of the workshop program?
2. How car: Von deterinine whether these goals were

!:.ccol.pliShed?

3. How can you use data from one session to plan The
next?

Reillev, Donovan, Dowd and SchwartzStaff:



THUPSnAY
Session 25 8:00 n.m.
Ii' Ser./ice Workshops

Prior reading:
Issue:
Materials:

Ouestions:

Staff:

Teacher Education: Evaluation by Workshop Lnaaes
How to conduct effective in service workshops
Seminars for Teachers and Teacher Education: Evaluation
by Workshop Leaders
1. What needs should the workshop strive to meet?
2. How can the program be individualized?
3. What are the lenders special responsibilities?
4. How do you best meet these responsibilities?
Reilley, Donovan, Dowd, and Schwartz

Session 26 / 2:30 p.m.
Values

Prior readings: dePoncins Kabloona (selections)
MACOS booklets (Vetsilik materials)

Issue: Values and value systems
Materials: Selections from Kabicona
Ouestions: 1. What are values?

2. What is a value system?
3. How do cultural value systems establish and maintain

their integrity, both internally and externally?
4. Is there a universal value system within whirh

actions can be evaluated?
5. Is it possible to set a range of acceptable cultural

standards for all societies?
Staff: Warner

Session 27 / 7:7,0 p.m.
Kinship and Social Organization

Prior readings: Chance The Eskimo of North Alaska (Chapter 4)
Taylor Cl.atural Ways (Chapter 10

Issue: Kinship and social organization--the biological and
cultural dimensions

Materials: None
cestions: 1. Hoy do preferred organization and kinship patterns

manifest biological necessity and cultural conditioning?
2. How may these patterns affect concepts of cooperation,

competition, etc.?
3. How ray these patterns express man's humanity?
4. What are the overt and covert symbols of kinship

and other social relationships?
Staff: Lindquist

FRIDAY
Session 2S / 8:00 a.m.
Community Presentations

reading: Dow Man: A Course of Study.
Fracticum in stuff development #2
Materials: Selected by participants
cuestions: 1. What groups will we be presenting MACOS to during

the year?



Staff:
Session / 12 'O
Evaluation

Prior readings:

Issue:
Materials:
r%tlestions:

Staff:

2. What will each want to know about, the c,7,urs0
How do we handle opposition to some aspects nr
the course?

4. What is my role in a professional dissemination
program?

Reilley, Donovan, Dowd and Schuartz

Curiosity, Competence and Community (MACOS evaluation
summary

EDC Listening and Learning
Effective program and student evaluation
Transparencies
1. What are the goals of the program?
2. How can we evaluate these goals?
3. How can we best report the results of our evaluation?
Reilley, Donovan, Dowd and Schwartz

SATURDAY
Session ';0 / 8:00 a.m.
Question and Answer Session

iarticipants should come prepared to ask any questions about the course,
teaching, in service workshops that remain unanswered in their minds at
this time
Staff: Reilley, Donovan, Dowd, Lindquist, Schwartz and Warner
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Bloomfield, Connecticut 06002
(203) 242-8221

25F Flintlock Road
Ledyard, Connecticut 06339
(203) 536-2083

George Scarola
Lincoln-Frank Porter Graham Elementary
Merritt Mill Road 213 N. Graham Street
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514 Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514
(919) 929-3436 (919) 929-1014

Mrp. Angela Schnapp
J.F. Kennedy School
95, Teltorer Damm
1 Berlin-37 Germany
84-5925

Muehlenstrasse 5
1 Berlin 37
Germany
769-3825



F. John Stewart
Williston Central School
Williston, Vermont 05495
(802) 878-2762

Mrs. Yukiko Tamashiro
Lake Anne Elementary School
11510 North Shore Drive
Reston, Virginia 22070
(703) 437-1662

Mrs. Ruth W. Wales
Hanscom Middle School
Ent Road
Bedford, Massachusetts
(617) 274-7200

Miss Susan Welch
Middle School
Scott Dyer Road
Cape Elizabeth, Maine 04074
(207) 883-2656

359 Pearl Street
Burlington, Vermont 05401
(802) 864-7848

111-19 Saffold Way
Reston, Virginia 22070
(703) 437-3634

Moccasin Hill
Lincoln, Massachusetts 01773
(617) 259-8934

Bayview Extension
Higgins Beach
Scarborough, Maine 04074
(207) 883-2656
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CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE COLLEGE
NeI Britain, Connecticut

Regional Center--Elementary Social Studies Evaluation Sheet
Summer Institute 1970 Session

The purpose of this evaluation sheet is to determine your reaction to the
Summer Institute program as offered this vear. Your answers will assist the
staff in the preparation of next year's schedule. Thank you.

Section 1
Please rate the Summer Institute schedule in terms of (A) contribution to
inservice work and (B) contribution to understanding the'course.

Reception A.

B.

Session 1 Controversial issues A.

B.

Session 2 Social Studies A.

B.

Session 3 Baboon Materials A.

Session 4 Netsilik materials

Session 5 Course overview

Session 6 Practicum 1

Session 7 Contrast studies

B.

A.

B.

A.

B.

A.

B.

A.

B.

much some little none comments

1,01

womme.a....ms
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Session 8 Ethnocentrism A.

B.

Session 9 Practicum e2 A.

B.

Session 10 Observation Techniques A.

B.

Session 11 Practicum A.

B.

Session 12 Aggression A.

B.

Session 13 Natural Selection A.

B.

Session 14 Practicum #4 A.

B.

Session 15 Technology A.

B.

Session 16 Evolution A.

B.

Session 17 Practicum #5 A.

B.

Session 18 Cosmology A.

B.

Session 19 Practicum #6 A.

B.

=eh scree little none Comments

.100

=1/1/M.

VIONIMI

.01111111
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Session 20 Parallel Curriculum A.

B.

Session 21 Imagination A.

B.

Session 22 Classroom drama A.

Session 23 Leadership A.

B.

Session 24 Workshop practicum A.

B.

Session 25 In service A.

B.

B.

Session 26 Values A.

B.

Session 27 Social Organization A.

B.

Session 28 Community Presentations A.

B.

Session 29 Evaluation A.

B.

Session 30 Question & Answer A.

B.

much some little none comments

01111101.1

waftemaalaimm.
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Section 2

1. Was there a session which you felt was a turning point in terms of your
understanding of the course?

2. Was there a session which seemed to be a turning point in your under-
standing of the total program and its possibilities?

3. Did any sessions seem to "push" a point of view at the expense of open
debate or discussion of the ideas presented?

Would you have liked . .

1) help in planning your in-service
workshop

2) going through MACOS lessons and
activities more intensively

3) information about course content

4) an opportunity to =rork with stu-
dents

5) viewing films, slides, records and
other media

6) discussion of issues raised by the
course

7) discussion of teaching techniques and
strategies

8) other

more same less comments
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Section 3

Of the following please indicate those you feel were (A) understressed, (B)
overstressed, (C) adequately represented; and also indicate the degree to which
each ''as helpful to you (D) highly, (E) moderately, and (F) little.

Comments
1. Anthropology A. B. C.

D. E. F.

2. Pedagogy A. B. C.

D. E. F.

3. In-service work A. B. C.

D. E. F.

4. MACOS A. B. C.

D. E. F.

5. Other A. B. C.

D. E. F.

What do you feel is the primary significance of Man: A Course of Study?

1.

2.

3.

changing the zonceptual structure of social studies education

changing the climate of elementary classrooms.

other

Section 4

Please evaluate the composition of the participating group in terms of accom-
plishing the aims of the Summer Institute

1. Size

2. Interests

too large

about right

too small

too homogeneous

about right

too diverse

Comments
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3.. Spirit

b. Other

sense of cohesiveness

neutral

some antagonism

Section 5

Rate each of the following in terms of your personal reactions.

1. Opportunity for informal talks and exchange of ideas.

A. with other participants ample

not enough

B. with staff members ample

not enough

2. Pace of the conference too intense

about right

draggy

3. Planned social activities

too many

about right

not enough

4. Balance of practical informa-
tion and conceptual knowledge
presented too practical

about right

5. Scheduling of the Institute

too conceptual

too structured

about right

too loose

Comments
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6. Did the institute meet your
needs and expectations yes

7. Summer Institute as a whole

no

outstanding

good

fair

not worth time or money

Section 6

1. Did the Summer Institute change your perceptions about the goals of
Man: A Course of Study?

2. In retrospect, do you feel you needed more knowledge about Man; A Course
of Study before the Summer Institute?

3. Do you feel you had adequate information about the Summer Institute itself
prior to arrival?

+. Can you recall what you hoped to gain from the conference before you
arrived?

Were those expectations met?
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10. What was the best thing about the Summer Institute?

What was most disappointing?

11. Would you like to have the group reassemble for one or two
days at mid-year to discuss what has gone on since the Summer Insti-
tute?

Would your school district allow you to attend and underwrite your
expenses?

12. What kinds of assistance would you like the Regional Center staff to
give you during the coming year?

Section 7

Indicate the grade you would give the Summer Institute. A
B
C

F

Please made any additional comments, suggestions, etc.

(Name -- optional)
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REGIONAL CENTER FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION
IN ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STUDIES

(a National Science Foundation funded project)

Summer Institute 1971 Central Connecticut State College

Information Sheet New Britain, Connecticut 06050.

The Regional Center, has been funded to provide leadership training and consultation
to public, parochial and independent schools along the east coast Planning to imple-
ment Man: A Course of Study. Central to the introduction of this course in the
schools is an extensive staff development program involving all teachers using the
course in an examination of the substantive and pedagogical issues raised by Man:

A Course of Study. Two Summer Institute sessions are scheduled for this year to
accommodate the large number of schools requiring trained workshoo leaders for the
coming year. Each district can enroll one or two Participants depending upon the
size of the pilot project anticipated: one leader for 4-10 teachers and one or

two leaders for over 10 teachers.

Dates: Session 1 June 27-,july 10, 1971
Session 2 July 18-July 31, 1971

Credit: Participants will receive six graduate credits in
aceial science (SS 520)

Expenses: Registration $5.00
Tuition Scholarship (130.00 for six credit course

paid by the National Science Foundation)

Stipends None available
.Room & Board $60.00 ($30 per week per person-

single occupancy)
Materials $13.00 Man: A Course of Study samrle set

(1970 edition r available from Cur-
riculum Development Associates)

$ 3.15 (3" three-ring binder available at
the Central Connecticut State College
bookstore during the summer sessions)

Schools planning to introduce Man: A Course of Study and enroll a participant in
one of the Summer Institute sessions should:

1. Complete aad return a -oink pre-registration
sheet as soon as possible. Deadline: April :;0

2. Commit five or more classrooms and teachers to the
project. (Under special circumstances and with per-
mission from the Regional Center, variations will be
allowed.)

3. Purchase one classroom set of materials from Curriculum
Development Associates for each teacher who will be tea-
ching the course.

4. Contract for purchase or rental of courso films. (Wham

format available from Curriculum Development Associates.)
5. Arrange a staff development program for teachers involved in

the course for the first time to be led by a person having
attended.a Summer Institute. (It is suggested that in-service
workshops consist of 20 two-hour sessions.)
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6. Assign an administrative officer to the project.
(During the year the administrative officer will
assist the workshop leader and along with the work-
shop leader maintain liaison with the Regional Center.)

7. Forward a letter, signed by an administrative officer
for the school district, to the DirectOr of the Regional
Center indicating that each of the above has or will be
arranged. (Include the name and address of both the
administrative contact assigned to the project and the
teacher selected to participate in the Summer Institute.)

The person selected to attend the Summer institute should be one
having the qualities of leadership reouired to conduct a success-
ful staff development program, in addition to being a master teacher.
Upon receipt of the letter formally committing the school district
to the project, registration materials end additional information
regarding the Summer Institute will be forwarded directly to the
participant. Registration materials must be completed and returned
by:

Schools desiring to introduce Man: A Course of Study but unable to
send a participant to one of the Summer Institute sessions should con-
tact the Regional Center. The Regional Center staff will assist these
districts to (1) contact a trained leader in the area who would be
milling to contract for workshop services or (2) combine with other
schools in the area in a joint workshop effort, Experience indicates
that optimum worksnop size is between 8 and 20 with the quality of

. interaction declining slightly above or below those figures.

We see it as our responsibility to provide for the workshop needs of
every school and school district in the eleven-state area served by
the Regional Center and will make every effort to see that no school
desiring to implement the program is refused Man: A Course of Study
because we were unable to assist them in meeting the staff development
requirement. You, in turn, can assist us by early notification of
your desire to introduce Man: A Course of Study.

May 15

June 10

If you desire further information regarding Man: A Course of Study or the work
of the Regional Center, please write or call:

Dennen Reilley, Director
Regional Center - Elementary Social Studies
Central Connecticut. State College
1615 Stanley Street
New Britain, Connecticut 06050

Telephone: (203) 225-7481 ext. 487

August 20, 1970

DR/rk
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Date

To: Dennen Reilley, Director
Regional Center - Elamentary Social Studies
Central Connecticut State College
1615 Stanley Street
New Britain, Connecticut o6o5n

From: Name
(PLEASE PRINT)

Position

School District

Address

Phone ( )

F Re: Man: A Course of Study
r.

Zip

We plan to introduce or expand Man: A Course of Study in classrooms

involving approximately students and teachers during the 1971-72

school year and wish to enroll participants in the Summer Institute to

be held at Central Connecticvt State College June 27 - July 10, 197p or July 18-

July 31, 1970. I understand that this does not constitute a formal commitment

and that the school district will be asked to make such a commitment at a

later date. Please contact me at your earliest convenience so that final

details of our participation can be worked out.

DR /dR

Signed
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PURPOSE
The Regional Center for the Improvement of
Instruction in Elementary Social Studies was estab-
lished at Central Connecticut State College in 1969
under a grant from the National Science Founda'-
tion. Its purpose is to strengthen- the professional
training of teachers. to improve elementary social
studies instruction, to provide for the. successful
implementation of new social studies curricula.
and to create a setting for research in problems of
teacher training and curriculum innovation. The
Regional Center serves Connecticut, Delaware,
Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hamp-
shire. New Jersey, New York (southern, including
New York City and Long Island), Pennsylvania
(eastern including Philadelphia). Rhode Island.
Vermont and Washington. D.C.

ACTIVITIES
The Regional Center assists school districts
and teacher-training institutions in the area to
implement Education Development Center's inno-
vative curriculum for the intermediate level, MAN: A
COURSE OF STUDY. During the academic year staff
members disseminate information about the pro-
gram, conduct in-service workshops, serve as con-
sultants to schools introducing the course, and
teach pre-service and graduate-level courses. Each
summer two two-week Summer Institutes are held to
prepare teacher trainers for conducting in-service
workshops in their school districts or colleges. Par-
ticipants ace selected from those communities and
institutions planning to introduce MAN; A COURSE
OF STUDY in the class during the coming year.

STAFF
Carrying out the work of the Regional Center are:

Dennen Reilley, Director
William F. Donovan, Jr.
Herbert S. Schwartz
Deborah M. Dowd
Consultants: Lawrence Lindquist

James Moore
Albert Tozloski
Frederic Warner

Ruthann Kozlowski, secretary
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PROGRAM

MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY is a revolutionary soci:il
studies curriculum for the intermediate level pre-
pared by Education Development Center with the
assistance of Jerome Bruner, Director of the Center
for Cognitive Studies at Harvard T.:niversity and
author of The Process of Education. The Regional
Center has selected this exciting new course as the
vehicle for carrying out its goals. The course is cur-
rently being implemented in selected school dis-
tricts across the nation.

"The content of the course ", Bruner states, -is
man, his nature as a species and the forces that
shaped and continue to shape his humanity . We
seek exercises and materials through which our
pupils can learn wherein there is a discernible con-
tinuity between him and his animal forbearers.-
He postulated three questions which constitute the
conceptual framework for the program: -What
makes man human?, How did he get that way?. and
How can he.be made more so?"

In the first unit entitled , Perspectives on Man and
Other Animals, pupils examine the life cycle, ecol-
ogical adaptation and survival strategy of three
animal species. The object is to help them discover
through study of the salmon, herring gull and bab-
oonwhat it means to be an animal. By contrast
students are then able to determine what it means
to be a human being. They begin to appreciate, Dr.
Bruner saes, that "man represents that crucial
point, in evolution where adaptation is achieved by
thq Vehicle of culture and only in a minor way by
further changes in his morphology."



The second unit introduces students to human be-
ings in one of the harshest environments known to
manthe "Netsilik Eskimos" living in Pelly Bay.
In examining a hunter-gatherer group the basic ele-
ments of humanity are most easily identified than
in a complex modern society yet the basic elements
are the same. Five matters are explored, each closely
associated with the evolution of man and each de-
fining at once the distinctiveness of man and his
potentiality for further evolution. The five humani-
zing forces are: tool-making, language, social or-
ganization, man's Irge to explain, and management
of a prolonged childhood.

As they follow the Netsilik on their migratory cycle,
students appreciate more fully the degree of hu-
manity shared with this group who, on first en-
counter, appeared so different. This in-depth study
gives them an opportunity to reflect upon the ex-
tent to which man, in all his cultural diversity, is
united by universally shared adaptive responses.
The hope is that a pupil, in discovering an answer
to the query, "what makes man human?", will dis-
cover something about himself ; and in viewing cul-.
ture as an adaptive mechanism will recognize more
fully his own humanity and its potential.

Enthusiasm about the course stems from several
factors. The course has been, from its inception, the
cooperative effort of scholars, c He:11nm develop-

tite:ccners, and teachers, a pattern mirr
tion of the Regional Center s
and appropriate for childre
Content is used as a vehiclk v.16
concepts. Students are in:OIV r ele-
vant issues. Activities inCludeeble playing, g ing,
discussions, and independent :study. The course is
multi-mediausing inductive films in addition
booklets, records, filmstrips, and manipulativ
terials. Evaluation indicates it has affective
as cognitive meaning for students. It, pro
the in-service training of teachers. Ehthus
short, springs from student, teacher, parent, and
administrator reaction to the program, both in ur-
ban and suburban schools.
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INVOLVEMENT
A school district interested in introducing MAN: A
COURSE OF STUDY on a pilot program basis should:

Commit five or more classrooms and teachers to
the project. (In special circumstances and with
permission of the Director, variations will be al-
lowed).
Purchase one classroom set of materials from
Curriculum Development Associates for each teacher
conducting the course.

Contract for purchase or rental of the course
films.

Arrange regular meetings of teachers presenting
the course for the first time to be led by a person
who has attended a Summer Institute for teacher-
trainers or has taught the course. It is suggested
that in-service workshops consist of 20 two-hour
sessions. (As an alternative, teachers may attend
sessions in a neighboring community undertaking

the program).

Send a teacher to a Summer Institute.

Forward a letter, signed by an administrative of-
ficer, to the Director of the Regional Center, af-
firming that each of these steps has been or will

be taken.

Participants in the Summer Institute will be ex-
pected, during the school year, to:

Teach MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY

Conduct in-service worskhops for other teachers

using the program.
Maintain liaison with the Regional Center.
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A teacher-training institution interested in sending
a person to a Summer Institute should have the
designated faculty member write to the Director of
the Regional Center, indicating:

Interest in introducing MAN: A COURSE OF
STUDY into methods and/or curriculum classes.

Intent to have MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY teacher
and student materials for use in pre-service and
graduate courses.

Willingness to disseminate information about MAN:
A COURSE OF STUDY in school districts served
by the institution.

MATERIALS

All materials are to be ordered directly from:

Curriculum Development Associates
Suite 414

1211Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

(202) 293-1760

Sample Set for Preview
Complete set of student booklets (24)

and teachers guides (7)' $13 /set

A complete set of MAN A COURSE OF STUDY
materials, including films, is available for preview at
the Regional Center office, Room 201, Di Loreto Hall,
Central Connecticut State College.
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Information
For further information about the work of the
Regional Center or how your school district may
become involved in a pilot program utilizing MAN:
A COURSE OF STUDY, please write or call:

Dennen Rei lley, Director
Regional Center Elementary Social Studies

Central Connecticut State College
1615 Stanley Street

New Britain, Connecticut 06050
(203) 225-7481 Ext. 487

The 1971 Summer Institutes will be conducted at
Central Connecticut State College June 27- July 10
and July 18 -July 31. Arrangements for attendance
must be completed before May 15.

More information about the course, other Regional
Centers and additional Summer Institutes to be held
during 1971 may be obtained from either :

Curriculum Development Associates, Suite 414,
1211 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036, (202) 293-1760 or.:

Education Development Center, 15 Mifflin Place,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, (617) 868-5800
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APPENDIX

Samples of Correspondence
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Dear

STATE OF CON NEencuTc .,v c0v,vEc (, 7. 7. E ( ( ft, 7. E E
1617) STAN1Are STRI:FT N 'or 131.ITAIN, CoNNIIC1 iciri 0050

September 2, 1969

Please excuse the unlovely form of this letter, but the information issufficiently timely to choose speed over beauty and with the school yearfast upon us I thought you would want the following information:

Enclosed is the teacher training tape for use in your workshop sessions.It includes four selections:

Jerome Bruner
Irven DeVore
Irven DeVore
Robert Trivers

"Introduction to Man: A Course of Study"
"Introduction to Man and Animals Unit"
"Herring Gull Behavior
"Natural Selection"

Later in the year you will be sent another
tape, "Introduction to theNetsilik Eskimo Unit."

The four teacher training kinescopes prepared by Education DevelopmentCenter will be available on loan through the Regional Center, and I,11 notify you as soon as our prints arrive at the college. The fourkinescopes (16mm format) are:

Clara Hicks
Peter Dow
Linda McManus
Donald Koeller

"Making Life Ropes"
"Life Variables"
"Birth of a Hunter"
"Kigtak"

As these films were not included in our budget as approved by theNational Science Foundation, it will be necessary to charge $2.00 perfilm to cover postage and handling at this end; and the user is requestedto insure each film for $200.00 When returning it to the Regional Center.

Education Development Center has achieved a packaging breakthrough infitting each classroom set into five boxes. Enclosed is a copy of the
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packing list for the materials, and I suggest that each teacher using
the course be given a copy. You have probably noticed that some changes
have taken place in the materials, and I feel the 1969 edition is the
best yet.

Journey to the Arctic - a new, more exciting format
Observer's Handbook - an entirely new booklet combining

several loose sheets from the
old sets.

Five filmstrips - replacing slides in earlier sets
Ditto masters - for game boards and direction sheets

The Seal Hunting Game Boards will be shipped to you later this fall and
in plenty of time for workshop and classroom use.

Enclosed are numerous materials Which should be of interest to you.
For your Workshop Leader's Handbook:

1. A paper by Jerome Bruner from the May 18, 1968 issue of
Saturday Review.

2. Two essays from Mary Henle.at Edtcatiun Development Center
relating to the pedagogy implicit in the course.

3. The fourth checklist for the Netsilik Eskimo Unit.

For your files:

1. Copies of letters sent regarding your participation in
the Summer Institute.

2. Workshop plans submitted this summer.

More articles and materials -rill follow. during the year.

For those purchasing films in the Technicolor super 8mm optical sound
format, the films have been mailed from the laboratories except for the
following titles:

"Life Cycle of the Salmon" (will be mailed by September 19)
"Life on the Tundra" (will be mailed by October 15)
"'thud" (ill be mailed by October 15)
"The Legend of the Raven" (will be mailed by October 15)
"Miss Goodall and the Chimpanzees October 15

Difficulties in processing the films and in getting releases from commer-
cial distributors are responsible for these delays which Education
Development Center hopes will not inconvenience you too greatly.

Servicing, should it be necessary, for Technicolor 1000-A projectors
will be supplied directly by Technicolor Corporation during the coming
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year. They have provided a "hotline" to Mr. Frank L. Trezise at the
Technicolor factory, 1300 Frawley Drive, Costa Mesa, California '92627.
Mr. Trezise's phone number is (714) 540-43,T, and you should call
collect if your machine malfunctions, after checking to see if it is
plugged in and if the bulb has burned out: and he will drop ship a
replacement for the broken machine. This arrangement demonstrates the
confidence Technicolor has in their equipment and their desire to assist
in the pilot testing of the course by assuring that you have functioning
equipment when you need it.

A request -- would you please send the following information at your
earliest convenience:

1. A schedule of your in-service workshops (dates, times,
places, etc.)

2. The names of any communities cooperating with your
workshops.

3. The number of teachers attending your workshop.

4. Directions from CCSC to your school or office
(a map would help).

This data will assist us in preparing our fall schedule.

I trust you have had a restful month since the close of our Summer Insti-
tute and hope you are looking forward to your involvement with Man:
A Course of Study. Please let us know if we can assist you in any way.
I look forward to seeing you again soon.

Sincerely,

Dennen Bel ley, Director

Regional Center for the Improvement of
Instruction in Elementary Social Stn4Aes
DiLoreto Hall (room 201)
(20') 225-71!81 ext. 487

enclosures

DR/rk
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Area t:wle 203
225 (i351

r

Dear

STATE OF Co N N E CT IC UT
CEA-171Ln CONNECTICIIT STATE CTLEGE
1615 STANLEY REET NEW ItRIT IN. CONNECTICUT 06050

September 9, 1969

The purpose of this letter is twofold: first to request that you askeach
teacher in your workshop to complete the enclosed forms, and second to dis-
tribute the attached paper Which provides a model for PTA presentations.

Would You please have each teacher attending your workshop complete two copies
of the enclosed Teacher Information. Sheet. When filled out, I would appreciate
your collecting, checking, and returning the forms to me. One copy is for the
Regional Center, and the other is for Education Development Center. They
are required for reports which must be submitted to the National Science
Foundation. It will be helpfhl if the forms can be returned by October 10.
Thanks.

A number of teachers have requested an outline to follow for making presenta-
tions to parents during open house or general meetings. The attached paper
gives an overview of Man: A Course of Study and may prove.helpfUl. If you
would like copies of this paper to distribute to teachers attending your
workshops, please fill out and return the order sheet:provided.

By the time you receive this letter classes willhave started, and many of you
will have had initial workshop sessions. I trust all is going well and that the
enthusiasm I know you have for Man: A Course of Study will infect all those
with whom you come in contact during the coming year.

Sincerely,

Dennen Reilley, Director

Regional Center for the Improvement of
Instruction in Elementary Social Studies
DiLoreto Hall (room 201)
(203) 225-7481 (ext. 487)

enclosures
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REGIONAL CENTER FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION
II' ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STUDIES

( a National Science Foundation funded project )

MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY
TEACHER INFORMATION SHEET

Name

Home Address

(state) (zipT

Home phone (

School District

School

Address

1969 - 70

(city) (state) (zip)

School phone ( )

(1) For each class of MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY which you teach, please

provide the following information:

Grade No. of Children'
Times this Class Meets:

Level ' in class 1 Monday Tuesday Wednesday 'Thursday 'Friday

1
1

,

1
\

1

1

.

,

.

(2) Please indicate the school years you have taught MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY:

1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70

(3) If you are attending a workshop during this school year, where, how often,
and when does it meet?

PLEASE PRINT THANK YOU
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Dear

sTATE oF cc.)N N C
CENT!? 1, CO ECTIcti 1 sTATE cHt E G E

1615 STANLEY STReET NI [M-i.\ CONNECTii:tif Of.050

December 2, 1969

Last summer we discussed the possibility of institute staff and participants
reconvening during the year to continue the dialogue begun at that time and
to share our experiences with Man: A Course of Study in workshops and the
classroom. The purpose of this correspondence is to ascertain what, if any,
interest there is in such a meeting, to suggest dates and an agenda for it,
and to determine whether or not you will be able to attend. I feel a meeting
of this type will be of value to all able to participate in it, and it will
influence the organization of next summer's program.

Tentative plans:

Place: Central Connecticut State College, 1615 Stanley Street, New Britain,
Connecticut 06050

Dates: Friday, January 16 and Saturday, January 17, 1970

Agenda: Convocation of Man: A Course of Study Workshop Leaders

Jan. 16, 1970 11:30 Session 1 Greetings and lunch in Student Center
1:00 Session 2 Directors report on activities
2:30 Session 3 Discussion of student and teacher

reactions
4:00 Session 4 Discussion of parent and community

reactions
5:30 Adjourn for day
7:30 Social hour and dinner

Jan. 17, 1970 9:00 Session 5 Reevaluation cf summer institute
10:30 Session 6 Strategies for remainder of year
12:00 Session 7 National Dissemination Model
1:00 Adjourn - lunch
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Please complete and return the attached form as soon as possible.

I regret that National Science Foundation fundimg firwoc no41 inolvidp moriey to

pay participant travel or expenses for the January meeting. Roberta 'A.1.13

make hotel reservations for those desiring them, and it is my hope that arAm,A.

districts will underwrite expenses for those attending this conference. The

final determination as to whether or not the meeting will be scheduled depends

on the number indicating they will attend and will be made as soon as all

forms are returned.

I trust all is well with you and wish you a good Thanksgiving holiday.

Sincerely,

Dennen Reilley, Director

Regional Center for the Improvement of
Instruction in Elementary Social Studies
DiLoreto Hall (room 201)
(2073) 225-7481 (ext. 487)

DR /rk
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Convocation of Man: A Course of Study, Workshop Leaders

Central Connecticut State College Regional Center

f.s...,
1 will be able to attend the conference scheduled for Jan. 16 & 17, 1970.

El1 will not be able to attend the conference scheduled for Jan. 16 &
17, 1970

Suggested deletions from the proposed agenda:

Suggested additions to the proposed agenda: .

3.12



Workshom Leader's Conference
January 16-17, 1970

MAN: A COURSE Or STUDY'

Celtral Connecticut State College
Resional Center -- Elementary Social Studi 's

Agenda

Friday 11:30 a.m. Session l'
Greetings -- Regional Cer';er Office (room 201, DiLoreto Hall)

12:00 noon Lun::h

Angelico's Restauraw; (Nev Britain, Connecticut)

1:30 p.m. Session 2
Director's report on actiities

2:15 p.m. Session 3
Discussion of student and teacher reactions to program

3:90 p.m. Session 4
Discussion of parent and :ommunity reactions to program

4:45 p.m. Adjourn
Check-in time at Atlantic Motel (6:00 p.m.)

7:00 p.m. Social Hour
The Reilley's, 1363 Farmilston Avenue, West Hartford, Connecticut'

8:30 p. m. Dinner.

Peterson's Inn (Dutch Treat Buffet, *4.50)

SsturOay 9:00 a.m. Session 5
Re-evaluation of Summer Institute 1969
Suggestions for Summer In;titute 1970

10:_70 a.m. Session
Strategies for remainder of year

11C10 a.m. Session 7
Cowolete and hand-in aues,;ionnaire (keep one copy)

12:15 p.m. Session 8
1:ational Dissemination Model. and Education Development Center's
planS for the future

1:00 p.m. Adjourn
Lunch (restaurant to be selected)

All sessions v511 he held in room 202, DiLoreto lien unless oLherwise noted,

W61
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AREA CODE 203
225.7481

r

L

Dear.

STATE OF CONNECTICUT
CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE COLLEGE
1615 STANLEY STREET - NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT 06050

January 2, 1970

A Course of Study is an innovative program for the intermediate level
prepare under the direction of Jerome Bruner which invites students to exa,n-
ine human behavior. Last snring, after several years of preparation, riel(i.
testinc,, evaluation and revision, the course was made available on a nii.ot-
project basis to several hundred schools across the country. The success of
this prof-ram with students in both urban and sl.:;)urbar classrooms has nrrptef',
the scheduling of a meetini at the Ford Foundation to acquaint area sunorin-
tendents, principals and curriculum specialists with the :ourse. This letier
is to invite you and any cf your staff you feel would be interested to attend
this se7.inar wIdch will be held. at the Ford Fcundation, 320 east :.1.-re! Street,

lier City on Tuesday, January 27, 1970. Coffee will he served at 2:Or p.m.,
and the session will begin rnmptly at 2:0 p.m.

I sincerely hope that you will be able to attend the an:.. A Course f Sturt;f.

Seminar and that you will route the enclosed materials tL.: the approT,riate
personnel within your school. district. Please return the enclosed aovance
rerAstratior sheet to the School of iducation, New York University, at; ynur
earliest e/mverience. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dennen Reilley, lArector

Ber;ional .:enter for the Improvement of
Turtruetior in ..:lementary studies
Diboreto (roorl 201)

(ex t. )i;.17)

enelosflre
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Man: A Course of Study Seminar

The Ford Foundation January 27, 1970,

Plan to attend the Man: A Course of Study Seminar:

Name Position

School Phone

Address

an unable to attend the Man: A Course of Study Seminar
1 but would like to participate in a pilot project using the

course during the 1970-71 school year. Please send infor-
mation at your earliest convenience.

Name Position

School Phone

Address

Please return to New York University by January 21, 1970. List the names
of others who will accompany you on the reverse side of this sheet.
Thank you.

Return to: Mrs. Lynne Randolph
New York University
School of Education
Washington Square
So. Building, Floor 3
New York, New York 10003
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APPENDIX 5

Correspondence with One School District

1.`
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, . THE NEW Y 0 PK. 11): MES , SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1969'

:10- Year -Olds Encouraged to Think Big
By NANCY rcupcs

Man what is human about
him? How did he get that

::way? How can he become
more so?

Those. .questions, puzzling
to philosophers through the
ages and indeed declared un-
answerable by some, form

: the core of a fifth - grade so
dal science curriculum now
being used in almost 100
school districts across the
country after five years of
testing.

The curriculum, called
"Man: A Course of Study," is

.based on college-level mate-
rial. It draws from detailed
studies of several animal
species and en Eskimo so-
ciety to teach 10-year,old
children such concepts as life

.' cycle, instinctive and learned
behavior, dependency.

In that way it tries i.o ac-
c:entuate the uriqueness
mar,, while putting his life
pattern in perSpectIve with
other living things.

It is derived,, for the most
part, from the work of Je-
rome S.. Bruner, an - educa-
tional psychologist, who in-
jected into the planning of
the course his theory that
children lean-, best through
self - discovery and intellec-
tual challenge.

"We. wanted to 'get a course
that would foctis attention on
the humanity of man in some
reflective, rational way,". Dr.
Bruner, said,

Planners ;say "Man: A
' Course of Study" gives chi!-
drop other' factors to con-
Bider when approaching the
study or living organisms.be-
sides geographic homes and
eating habits and broadens
the pupils' understanding of
the variety of human life
sty!es.

For Instance one class at
the Pierce School in Newton,
Mass., was disOussing the in-
stinctive and learned berme-
her of a salmon, when the
conversation turned to hu-
mans.

"Which category does cry-
Mg fit into," one pupil asked,
"instinctive behavior or
learned behavior?"

"It's -both," said another,
who concluded that while
babies cry naturally for food,
they soon learn to do so to
gain .ettention..

In talking about .the aver -
age number of offspring each
animal , species reproduces,
one 'teacher told her ..class

that the average manlier, for
humans was four.

"No!" a boy protested.
"The average number of off-
spring for humans is 2.5!
It's 2.r!"

With some explanation, he
was willing to accept the
fact tine. 2.5 was the average
for this country while the
average worldwide was 4.

The course was planned
and developed by Education
Development Center, Inc.. a
private, nonprofit organiza-
tion at Newton. with grants
from the National Science
Foundation.

Peter B. Dow, head of
E.D.C.'s social studies unit,
says that tests administered
at the beginning and end of
the course have shown posi-
tiVe results in various schools
----in cities and suburbs, in
Hawaii and Florida and Ne-
braska and Texas.

Dr, Theodore Kalsounis of
the school of education of the
University of Washington in
Seattle has worked with the
curriculum, and has found
that "children get very ex-
cited by it."

'intellectual's Dream'
"It's the intellectual's dream

for his 'own child," Dr. Bruce
R. Joyce of Teachers College
of Columbia University said,
"It's the cool man's .approach
to the study of But
analysis is 'not ernaughelpiesa
children learn to .adapt, the..:
analytic method*.e.to sbdal.
problems." r'

Most critics, however, doubt :
that the coo se.has wide a0--
plication, despite
test results.

"Do they really do what'
Bruner talks about, or aia;
they trying to lead to some
view or man that is prede-
termined" asked Dr. Maxine
Greene, who is editor of The
Teachers College Record, at
Columbia, after she reviewed
some of the .curricaltim mite'
terial.

"As a philosopher, I simply
don't believe the question
'What is man?' can be an-
swered like that. If you ask
Freud that question, he will
talk about a driven person.
An existentialist will give
you another point of view. A
behavioral scientist another.
This sounds like they have
the answers."

The curriculetn was born
in 1963 at a meeting of class-
room teachers, college profes-
sors and a linguisitic actor.
All were trying to develop a

provocative fifth-grade social
studies curriculum based on a
course on man that Dr. Brun-
er had taught at Harvard Uni-
versity.

Dr. Brunei is widely knOwn
in psychological and educa-
tional circles as a learning
process theorist. Before his
first hook on that subject,
published in 1961, thrust him
into that area of work, he
was known as a specialist in
public opinion. propaganda,
and social factors influencing
perception.

In 1964, Dr. Bruner took
a leave from the Center of
Cognitive Studies at Harvard
to direct the' curriculum's de--
ve!opment. He was joined. by
Dr. Irvin DeVore, a Harvard
primatologist who went to
Kenya to study and film ba-
boons, and by Dr. Asen Ba-
likci of the University of
Montreal. who went to film
the Netsilik eskimos in.Pelly
Bay, Alaska, drawing from
the writings of Danish eXplor,
er, Knud Rasmussen.

What resulted, through the
trial and error of claSs-roorn
testing, was a "multi-Media"
approach to the subject using
a wide variety of materials.:.

There is no _one text.. for,.
The course. Films:are
short ones that use 01001*
sound rather than narration,
The 'children' can view. :theta'
Many.' tithes, each ..1.1me
.ing fordifferent things.

There illpatrated .100ke'.
rat , eCOndenSed notes

dfield'',studies . by' anthrOpelPeed
gists, and genies, including
trips' to the kindergarten; te..-
observe behavior in ycitifiger,:
children. ..e

dd. For . the .life-cycle unit of
the course, the pupils study
the' sedition, whose trips
downsetream to grow up in
salt water and upstream to
return. to -its spawning
grounds present a dramatic

pictutenof life. After discuss-.
ing the salmon, many teach-
ers have their pupils "do"
personal "lifelines."

One way to construct ie
life line is to write down on.-
cards the salient events of .
each year of one's life and:
then string out the cards into
a line.

Examination of a life-line.:
done in -a fifth-grade class-'
room at the Pierce School re-
vealed this piece of intelli -'
gence in green crayorg "First---
year. I learned to walk. I had
a hernia operation: .1 .got my
first spanking." :
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TOWN OF EAST GREENWICH 1:fief MA
Dupsrtment of Public Schools

13AsT CIREENWICII RHODE ISLAND

ARCHIE R. COLE PRIII) R. I3OCCIE0
Soperintemient of Schools Assitits.it Suieritactulcoi

November 25, 1969

Educational Development Center, Inc.
55 Chapel Street
Newton, Massachusetts 02160

Dear Sirs:

An article in the New York Sunday Times,
November 16, 1969, hal aroused the interest of
mr:7bers of my School Committee. The Article was
e. tied 10-year-olds Encouraged to Think dig.
The curriculum discussed was called "Man: A Course
of Study" developed at EDC. Any materials or
references which you could send to me would be
appreciated. I would also be nappy to pay for any
expenses involved.

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely yours,

EAST GREENWICH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT

ARC/ec

ALie R. Cole, Superintendent
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Dear

4t. (;

;;;.,11.

t)ecember , 1969

Man: A Course of Study is an innovative social studies program for the
intermediate level prepared under the direction of Jerome Bruner. Last
Spring, after several years of preparation, field testing, evaluation and
revision, the course was made available on a pilot project basis to sever-
al hundred schools across the country. The success of this program 4ith
students in both urban and suburban classrooms has prompted the scheduling
of s meeting at Central Connecticut. State College to acquaint area super-
intendents, principals and curriculum specialists the course. Thi,:

IetLer is to invite you, and any of your staff you feel ,:lould be interested,
tn attend this seminar vhich will be held in the College Theater (Ariminil:t,ra-
Linn Building) on Wednesday,..anuary 14, 1970. Coffee will be available
frm 1:00 p.m. and the session will begin promptly at 2:00 p.m.

I sincerely hope that you will be able Lo attend the Man: ACour.:e of
Stud: Seminar and that you will nute the enclosed materials io tbe applo-
priate personnel within your school district. Please return the er
advance registration sheet, at your earliest convenience. Thank

Sincerely,

Dennen Reilley, Director_

Regional. Center for the Improvement of
Instruction in Flementar, Social Studies
DilAreto Hall (room 901)
(20') :-).-74181 (ext. 487)

enelosure

DR 'rk
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MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY SEMINAR

Central Connecticut State College January 14, 1970

I plan to attend the Man: A Course of Study Seminar:

Name Position

School Phone

Address

1 I am unable to attend the Man: A Course of Study Seminar but
\\ mould like to participate in a pilot project using the course

during the 1970-71 school year. Please send information at
your earliest convenience.

'.Re / e Position . I)

-77
School r C. t.? 47 Phone

Address

I
;) 4, IT C.) v- 4.7 >7 ei/

eft

ce .77

r.-.?..cr.

e

,6"-- ,fs P;(12.0 C` te.. L. /:P22.

Please return to the Regional Center by December 23, 1969. List the names
of others who will accompany you on the reverse side of this sheet. Thank
you.

Return to: Miss Roberta Klett
Regional Center - Elementary Social Studies
Central Connecti.cut State College
1615 Stanley Street
New Britain, Connecticut 06050
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ary 15, 1970

paro,-thiai attd indenende-t fiflhools in ;he e'en-state
the Atgict-tal Center hat,e indjcated. an interest .in re-

A :::ovrse tud- c'.-inr he coming f.,s you 1,;.::(-7r,

a 1:eanher-rakiin rerluirement consistin of in-serice
rrcnt wit:n .11e initial teatThit:t cf the eourse an outlined

naterials. Thin letter is our attemi:: to ascertalzt:

hat, plane :r11[1ht be finarifts.ed for the 1.1.::mler Institute to
t-top leaders t1icr9.u.1e ov tine 29 -- 197c. at

it:ttt State Coller,e.

terested in irrIcinFt. C:'.3-se of Stud.: in rot.:ti-

:7 t:hp 1970-'71 scadevle year and. desire tc enroll a par!..7iei-

i

Ins'.-itte, please eonlete and returt the encicser'
ilce to have :911.7" 170r1: :2:: :'arch 1 to fa.:ilitate our

will be atie-o'7ted thronh Nay 15 are partici:sarts will 1;.e
Lbe order returns are received. Cuxrent funding will allow
thirtr particirants for he five-eeR sessl.on. It

Jr_tand will cyteed callacit7 and alterat.i,/c 4rainn6 pr,tqrars
be lent7;th c the Institute to allow .glore particfxants rii1 1.1e

b7 the flatiorial Science Foundation. In this case, you will be

ronper 1-st i'4,es at. otner colleces and nniversities are
-atellites Lo c ;?,egional Center, you will 1:e given the option

t-rrinc. partielpan'ts to another loce:%ion. Dwever, all soh-,c1
the area Sql-fr!d :311,-,1110 ITAIre arrane2,e;iers through Central

our rep17 Is re'et'red, either L".
c" Lo' ctf .he .ec'onal Center, o- I -rill '.te in oonta.'% tr;
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T 1earint.4 frorn ::fon In ..*e near future an.1 1.
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REGInNAL CENTER FOR THE IXPROVME"NT INSTRUCTrN
IN ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STUDIES

(a National Science Foundation funded project)

3.:_mmer. Instihute 1971
Information Sheet

Central Connecticut State College
New Pritain, Connecticut 06056

The Regional Center has been funded to provide leadership training and consulta-
tion to public, parochial and independent schools along the east coast planning
to implement Man: A Course of Study. Two Summer Institute sessions are sched-
led for this year to accommodate the large number of schools requiring trained
-workshop leaders for the coming year. Each district can enroll one or two parti-
cipants depending upon the size of the pilot project anticipated: one leader for

4-10 teachers and one or two leaders for over 10 teachers.

Dates:

Credit:

Session 1 June 28 - July 11, 1970
session 2 July 19 - August 1, 1970

Participants will receive six graduate credits
in social science (S. S. 155)

Expenses: Registration

Tuition

$5.00

Scholarship ($180.00 for six credit course
paid by the National Science Foundation)

Stipends None available

Room & Board $60.00 ($30.00 per week per person -
single occupancy)

$54.00 ($27.00 per week per person -
double occupancy)

$13.00 (Man: A Ccurse of Study sample set -
1969 edition - available from Educa-
tion Development Center)

$ 2.75 (3" three-ring binder available at the
Central Connecticut State College book-
store during the summer sessions)

r;l1nras pinuning to introduce Man: A Course of Study and enroll a participant
in one of the Summer Institute sessions should:

1. Complete and return the pink pre-registration sheet Deadline: May 15
as soon as possible.

2. %mit five or more classrooms and teachers to the
project. (Under special circumstances and with per-
mission of the Regional Center, variations will be
allowed.)

3. parnhase one classroom set of materials from Educa-
tion Development Center for each teacher who will
be teaching the course.

Materials

1:) 4-)41 LI



4. Contract for purchase or rental of course films.
(Omm format available from Education Pevelopment
Center for purchase only.)

5. Arrange a staff de relopment program for teachers
involved in the course for the first time to be led
by a person haviitg attended a Summer Institute. (It
is suggested that in-service workshops consist of
20 two-hour sessions.)

6. Assign an administrative officer to the project.
(During the year the administrative officer will
assist the workshop leader and along with the work-
shop leader maintain liaison with the Regional Center.)

7. Forward a letter, signed by an administrative officer
for the school district, to the Director of the Regional
Center indicating that each of the above has or will be
arranged. (Include the name and address of both the
administrative contact assigned to the project and the
teacher selected to participate in the Summer Institute).

The person selected to attend the Summer Institute should be one
having the qualities of leadership required to conduct a success-
ful staff developmeLt program, in addition to being a master teacher.
Upon receipt of the letter formally committing the school district
to the project, registration materials and additional infnrination
regarding the Summer Institute will be forwarded directly to the
participant. Registration materials must be completed and returned
by:

The Regional Center staff will provide consultant services to school
districts having participants trained this summer during the 1970-71
academic year.

Schools desiring to introduce Man: A Course of Study but unable to
send a participant to one of the Summer Institute sessions should con-
tact the Regional Center. The Regional Center staff will assist these
districts to (1) contact a trained leader in the area who would be
willing to contract for workshop services or*(2) combine with other
schools in the area in a joint workshop effort. Experience indicates
that optimum workshop size is between 8 and 20 with the quality of
interaction declining slightly above or below those figures.

We see it as our responsibility to provide for the workshop needs of
every school and school district in the eleven-state area served by
the Regional Center and will make every effort to see that no school
desiring to implement the program is refused Man: A Course of Study
because we were unable to assist them in meeting the staff development
requirement. You, in turn, can assist us by early notification of
your desire -ntroduce Man: A Course of Study.

May 22

June 22

1 21.



If you desire further information regarding Man: A Course of Study or the work
of the Regional Center, please write or call:

Dennen Reilley, Director
Regional Center - Elementary Social Studies
Central Connecticut State College
1615 Stanley Street
New Britain, Connecticut 06050

Telephone: (203) 225-7481 ext. 487

April 15, 1970

DR /rk
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Date February 16. 1970

To: Dennen Reilley, Director
Regional Center -- Elementary Social Studies
Central Connecticut State College
1615 Stanley Street
New Britain, Connecticut o6o5n

From: Name Archie R. Cole
(PLEASE PRINT)

MB 2 n'TO

Position Superintendent

School District East Greenwich

Address 100 Cedar Avenue

East Greenwich: Rhode Island Zip02818

Phone ( 401 )

Re: Man: A Course of Study

884-4243 884 -3600

We plan to introduce Man: A Course of Study in 9 classrooms involving

approximately 200 students and 9 teachers during the 1970-71 school

year and wish to enroll 1 participants in the Summer Institute to be

held at Central Connecticut State" College June 29 -- July 31, 1970. I under-

stand that this does not constitute a formal conxnittment and that the school

district will he asked. to make such a committment at a later date. Please

contact me at your earliest convenience so that final details of our partici-

pation can be wrzked out.

DR/rk

Signed
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10, 1970

Dr. Archie R. Cole, Superintendent
Fast Greenwich Public Schools
100 Cedar Avenue
East Greenwich, Rhode Island 02818

Dear Dr. Cole!

This letter is to acknowledge receipt of your pink pre-registration
form for the Man: A Course of St 4S4 Sumner Instetute to be held
at Central Connecticut State College and to confirm a place in our
program for one participant from your school district. I apologize
for not contacting you earlier, but wanted to wait until notifica-
tion was received from the National Science Foundation regarding
our proposal that two two-week institutes instead of one five-
week programs, be approved for the gunner. The National Science
Foundation has approved the intensive program and the enclosed
yellow sheet outlines our plane.

The next step would now be for you to forward a letter signed
a' administrative offiner formally committing the East Greenwich

A2bl5. :1 Schools to the project and including the name and address
both the person selected to participate in our Summer Institute and

of ae administrator. oho will have overall responsibility for the
program during the year. Please indicate the preference of your part-
icipant for either the lst session (June 28 - July 11) or 2nd
session (July 19 - kugest 1), assignments will be made by preference
according to the dates pink preregistration forms were received
in this e!'fiee. Upon receipt :f your letter, registration materials
and additional information aboet the eumner Institute will be sent
directly to the person selected to tepoesent your school district.



:Dr. Archie R. Cole -2- Apri40 10, 1970

We are most happy that the East Greenwich Public Schools will be
introducing-Man: A Course of Study dnring the coming year and that
we will have the opportunity to work with you in this most exciting
venture. I look forward to hearing from you soon and invite you
to write or call as questions arise.

Sincerely,

Dennen Reilley, Director

Regional Center for the Improvement of
Instruction in Elementary Social Studies
DiLoreto Hall (roam 201)
(203) 225-7481 (ext. 487)

enclosure

DR/df
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ARCHIE R. COL.F.
Superinlondoot uf School.

TOWN OF 1 3As1' GREENwicit
bowl/nen! of Public SO11006

13AST l R1 L NWICFI R1101)li ISLAND

April 20, 1970

Mr. Dennen Director
Regional Center-Elementary Social Studies
Central Connecticut State College
1615 Stanley Street
New Britain, Connecticut 06050

Dear Mr. Reilley:

FRIG Rea.

PIM 1 R. BOCCI I IC,

A exielan t Su perintentivot

Mr. Richard P. Maguire, 335 Cowesett Avenue, Warwick,
Rhode Island, has been selected as our candidate to attend
the Summer Institute preparatory to introducing Man A Course
of Study. His preference is Session I, June 28-July 11, 1970.
We feel that Mr. Maguire has the qualities of leadership
required to implement this program in East Greenwich upon
his return.

We will comply with the seven stipulations contained
in the information sheet relative to this program. The
administrative officer assigned to this project will be
James H. Foster, Director of Elementary Education, James H.
Eldredge School, East Greenwich, Rhode Island.

Your information and assistance is appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

EAST GREENWICH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT

ee-cce,

Archie R. Cole; Superintendent

ARC/t

cc: Mr. Maguire
Mr. Foster
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Richay.1 Pe Hugulte
&ot Camtowl.0b Public St :110<a,
c/o Jaw03 He Eldred& School
nuat Gmenwidb, Rhoda Zaland

Dear Mx. 14043W-rot

mA7 /1, 1970

I am most happy to welcome you as a participant in the Summer Institute being
conducted by the Regional Center, under the sponsorship of the National Science
Foundation, to prepare teacher trainers for the task of implementing Man: A
Course of Study in the schools. Enclosed are registration materials which you
should complete and return to me as soon as possible.

You have been assigned to Session 1 of the Summer Institute which will meet
daily, except for Sunday, July 5, from Sunday, June 28, through Saturday,
July 11. Enclosed is a preliminary outline of activities for the two-week
period. nur first meeting will be at 4:30 p.m. Sunday, June 28, in the lounge
of Sheridan Hall.

Six graduate credits will be granted to those successfully completing the Summer
institute program. You should register for the course Social Science, 255, Inno-
vation in Elementary Social Studies, on the enclosed orange I.R.M. card. Tuition
for the Summer Institute is being paid by the Regional Center but participants
are required to pay the $5.00 student fee. In filling out the registration card
include the following information: Department - S.S., Course number - 255,
Section number - 1, Course title - Innovation in Elementary Social Studies,
Semester Hours - 6, Day and Time - June 28 - July 11, and Instructor - D. Reilley.
Ignore the registration deadline and return the completed I.B.M. card and check
for student fee made out to Central Connecticut State College, directly to me
by June 12.

Participants in the Summer Institute will be housed in Sheridan Hall. The rooms
are furnished with dormitory type furniture with sheets, pillow cases and towels
provided by the linen service. You must supply your own pillows, blankets, bed-
spreads, draperies, study lamps, etc. as desired. You may check into your room
any time after 2:00 p.m. on Sunday, June 28, and will not be required to check
out until after noon on Sunday, July 12. Meals will be provided in the College
cafeteria. Both housing and meals must be paid for in advance. Please fill
out the enclosed form and return along with your check made out to Central Con-
necticut State College, with registration materials.
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The Summer School Bulletin contains information about the college and the summer
program. I would call your attention to pages 8, 12, 18 and 19, and 47 "here
a map of the campus is provided. Many recreational facilities will be available
for your use both on campus and in the central Connecticut area. Special pro-
grams will be sponsored by the Student Center. The staff will keep you informed
as regards to both recreational and cultural activities in the Hartford-New Bri-
tain area.

The Regional Center will supply most of the materials required for the Summer
Institute but participants will be expected to purchase a set of Man: 1. Course
of Study teacher and student materials ;1969 edition) for $13.00. These are
to be ordered directly from Education Development Center, 15 Mifflin Place,
Cambridge, Massachusetts. In addition, you will need a 3" three-ring binder
available at the College Bookstore for $2.95.

On behalf of the Regional Center staff let me again welcome you. We are looking
forward to a most rewarding experience at the Summer Institute and are confi-
dent that you will make a meaningful contribution to our program. If you have
any questions, do not hesitate to write or call. I look forward to hearing
from you soon and seeing you Sunday, June 28.

Sincerely,

Dennen Reilley, Director

Regional Center for the Improvement of
Instruction in Elementary Social Studies
DiLoreto Hall (room 201)
(203) 225-7481 (ext. 487)

enclosures
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AREA CODE 203
225.7481

STATE OF CONNECTICUT
CENTRAL CONNE'C'TICUT STATE COLLEGE
1615 STANLEY STREET - NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT 06050

Mr. James H. Foster
Director of Elementary Education
jmmes H. Eldridge School
East Greenvich, Rhode Island

Dear Mr. Foster:

May 5, 1970

Enclosed is a copy of the letter sent to the person selected to represent ,yogi
school district as a participant in the Man: A Course of Study leaderShip
training program at Central Connecticut State College this summer and nforMa-
tion about the program. As you have been assigned overall administratiVe respon-
sibility for the Man: A Course of Study project in your school district,
wanted to welcome you to our effort.

As you are no doubt aware, a number of National Science Foundation projects
have required the training of a team, consisting of a teacher and an adminis-
trator, from each district implementing a new curricula at a Summer Institute.
We have decided against this pattern for a number of reasons but have requested
each school district introducing Man: A Course of Study to assign an adminis-
trative contact person to the program. Your role will be to assist the person
trained this summer with the establishment of a workshop program and pi-ovide
access to lines of communication and decision making, not always open to teachers,
as required to facilitate his work. I realize that many other tasks relating to
this project will undoubtedly be assigned. to you and I wish to thank you in ad-
vance for your help. You should feel free to contact Dr. Donovan or myself at
any time during the coming year; and we will, of course, keep in touch with you.

Again, welcome to our project and I look forward to continued contact with you.

Sincerely,

Dennen Reilley, Director

Regional Center for the Improvement of
Instruction in Elementary Social Studies
DiLortto Hall (room 201)
(203) 225-7481 (ext. 487)

enclosures

DR/rk
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July 29, i970

Dr. Azwlis R. Ce,le, 0:1perintendent
Bast Greeauich De!?artment
Department cf *tAb:Lic

East Creensidh, Rhode Island

De4a4 I'. Cole:

This La to mamg;ond bo you kale work of V.'. %.t.thmrd Maguire, who parUcripaed
the Sumer institute uponvyrad by the Recional 17;e.tel. older a Et t41I
National Z;.'lehae roundatlr)n. A.A you krr. the pUrpone ot" the Summer InstLut
was the preparation of k.ortshop leaders ±\r school atstricts that 1111 be 2.27rro.
ducing Mtn : CoarstAilliac during the .!Oming year.

The two-week lintensive program vas aivtded three see,,.wsrsta,
adaSiOtil were devoted to In emanation the no-,erials and couaaptual frame-
work of Vim.: A C.:ouzae oLatAz. Next pani:,iparts blxane involmil In slizrk..-
teaohing aetivitios ar4 disonasiohs or ao.ado.mie Gine. ifid.UOU zataw:by' the course. The final sessions were evert over to a review of
1a1 /ir:hin the Poatext of planning an in-vice workshop program for the
aoming year.

Implicit ft Mitz.: Cr-e of SIRly le an interdisciplinary apvr: LavrAvizw,
not only the many field Whieh make -4 the sex:!ial stud!.es but also s:Aunee,
langtmage arta ari;7, to a '.esser degml; even rathellatlt'7o, We ace in thr::
the opportunity for menarzful dialogue abort rOgnifioant Issuer, b.;j toar.':%ora
frost: many different academie areas and t breaUng rloun of the Tfano '/IiIch havearisen in departmentalized situations, Workshops sixth as those comlu::toil bri
Mr, Maguire 'will prcvi4e a forum titers this dialogao on sUbstantive and pe,JA-
gogiaal matters oan oaour.
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Dr. Archie R. Cole ii 9, 19RJ

We ere monz appreelatim of the lontrilw,:tion DJxt made to the Sumner
progrwa and are :,..ontident that hie ..ar:,:shop pre4Nmn 'Jill be of vulue not onLY
for thin oouree but for the ontinainz development of the teaehere
in the workehope. We 'flope for ::e.,nt:lwang contaet between the Ree:ional Center,
)four teachers and your ecbool district,

Sincerely

rehLeh fle.0 I) to

1(egiona1 Center fov the Inprovemant of
ihetrIAc!tirJn in i ;rr Social Studien
DiLcreto nall (room 201)
(203) 225-7481 (ext. W

DR/rk
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jul.y 29, 1970

Janes H. Yosnor
Dire,.tt,or or Mementary PAheation
Jeas iadredgt!

?Ault CveenviCh, 2hode Island

Deer roster

y.M. :a.g7.;ire beta par,biApated in a L-tunner Inatitsl:e

preparc him fo l. the tall Tst '.'oTsl:r.:ve far teachers

tes.;:hilagiAn. ,.X.earse oftudy ,!;aciAn year. The prograr.
Indu:Ited by :Int; staff of the Regional CenteT under a grant tram the Natica,-

al Science Foundation,

Thc to-week intensive :;:lro;gar. was eiviac... Into titree sesmenta. The
S*Stiwila were devatea tr, an examination of 2tnterials and ,7!or.,!-eus...1.

ork cf lan: :4 Coarse a Ot:aa, NdXt participent4 beckme lrvelved 1.7.1 mloto,
-.eaching aotivttics and dieenssions aea;!onic and pedagogical issass raised

the .ourae. The final sessions wen., gi-.'om aver to a review of the L:441"-
ialz Athin the context o.f planning an in-service Shop progran for the
saming year.

We were very impres.,5,ed ',Dy the quality of Dick's w,xek curiug the 0%21=0: 'ins.si

fr..Ite and with the degmec of hiu corzei'=ent to the taelini o' the progra,A. It

was, important to :is to nave had the benefit of his thou8htful and
ouggestions. We arc isnfident that the woe:shop program he All 'be ':0:1thi.c1;iN;
for tbe 'east Greenwich !:',:lhools will be a hpeat success. /..;.sy

ya,1 ..ah provide in the imilementatioa of Man: L Course of Study will
elated.

Sincerely

Dennen Reilley, Director

Regional Center far :ne improvement of
Instrtiction in Elam.ntery locial Studies
DiLoreto Hall (rem. 201)
(203) 225-7481 (ext. 487)

Richard. 1,.7.e.guirle.
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CENTRAL CC NNECTI1UT STATE COLLEGE
New Britain, Connecticut

tEGIONAL CENTER-E EATTARY SOCIAL STUDIES
(a National Science Foundation funded project) Information Sheet 1970

MAN: A COURSE OF 5q1DY

School District: EA.) t--I

State:

Number of years district has been involved with MACOS (counting this year).

Number of teachers using MACOS in district (total). C,"?

Number of teaching using MACOS for the first time this year.

Number of classrooms currently using MACnS in district (total).

Number of students currently involved in program (approximate).

Number of teachers attending your workshop (total).. .y/--

Teachers using cburvie in your district.
ct

Teachers using course from other districts. C)

Others attending workshops. L/

Number of other school districts cooperating in your workshop (total).

Names.

.1.0
Date: /0/t /1-7 6

PLEASE PRINT THANK YOU

P e I 014.4. s

LELIE AAO)roycz y fkke s
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Letters of Support
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DR. GLENN HIGHTOWER, Principal
MR. ROBERT J. BY ITECK, Aset Principal

BEDFORD JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT

MRS. MARY K. MARINO, Guidance
MR, ROBERT W. IIANE, Guidance
MR. PAUL A. KING, Guidance

September 28, 1970

Dr. Raymond Hannapel
Course Content Improvement
Division of Pre-College Education in Science
National Science Foundation

My dear Dr. Hannapel:

I understand that Central Connecticut State College in New
Britain, Connecticut, is applying for an extension of its
Regional Center for "Man: A Course of Study," the
dissemination and instruction center which has operated
there the past several years.

As Director of Social Studies, Town of Westport, Connecticut,
I am responsible for the improvement of curriculum and in-
struction in social studies for 11 schools, 7 of them K-6
Elementary schools. As you may well appreciate, bringing
sustained and institutionalized change and improvement in
education - -and especially elementary education--is diffi-
cult. We have been able to make a great deal of progress
in change and improvement of our secondary social studies
courses and teaching because, in recent years, there has been
a range of curriculum efforts at this level. By and large,
elementary social studies has existed on a thin diet of more
of the same, re-packaged, running from "community helpers" to
"hot wet lands" to "coffee in Brazil."

Into this educational wasteland came Man: A Course of Study,
a new course of intellectual substance. Frankly, I don't give
a damn about Eskimoes but I do care about excited learners and
exciting teachersand that's what I've gotten out of Man: A
Course of Study, Now in all honesty I couldn't have gotten
this course put into our system on my own say-so; nor could I
have trained the teachers myself; nor could teachers simply
have picked up Man: A Course of Study and winged it, relying
on the teachers' creative phlogiston.



OR. GI 1.1NN 111G411 , Principal
ROBERT J. BY111.CK , sv 't Principal

BEDFORD JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT

-2-

MRS. MARY K. MARINO, Guidanc
MR. ROM' RT W. MAN1 . 1;14u/once
MR, PAUL A. KING, Guidance

Were it not for the Central Connecticut State College's
Regional Center, we would not have Man: A Course of Study
in our curriculum today. We do have it in all seven schools,
unanimously approved by a cost conscious Board of Education.
From my point of view, as a supervisor attempting to bring
about change, Man: A Course of Stud/ is the greatest
catalyst for change in elementary school education that's
around. If the people at Central Connecticut will share it
with you, you're welcome to see my evaluation of the program
which I presented to the Board: it indicates my satisfaction.

Now what did Central Connecticut's Regional Center do? First,
it presented a program on MACOS at a Connecticut Social Studies
Meeting. Second, its field representative (whatever his title
is to me he's the "field representative") visited me and dis-
cussed the program. Third, he arranged for me and some of my
teachers to visit West Hartford Schools to see the program in
action. He then helped me set up a school pilot program.

The most important single element of the Regional Center's
contribution came in the summer institute program. We sent a
teacher who learned the methodology and the content of Man: A
Course of Study. Throughout the entire pilot year, she was
our in-service workshop leader, teaching her experimenting
colleagues how to handle the course. When we came to evaluate
the program, it was the Regional Center which again came to
our aid, helping us with evaluation designs and supplying us
with information. Throughout the year, the Regional Center's
"field representative" visited us, helped us through some
tough PTA sessions when we had to explain the program. When
it came time to present the program to the Board of Education
for adoption, we again turned to the Regional Center for advice'
and information on how the program had been received elsewhere.

Once adopted by our Board, we again turned to the Regional
Center and sent another teacher up for training. She is present-
ly conducting our 70-71 series of in-service workshops for
teachers. (If you'd like to attend, please let me know. You're
more than welcome). At every step of the way, we had a resource
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DR. GLENN II1G/ITOWER. Principal
MR. I OBI.RT J. BY I TECK , Ass 't Principal

BEDFORD JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT

-3-

MRS. MARY K. MARINO, Guidance
MR. ROBERT W. IIANF, Guidance
MR. PAU1. A. KING, Guidance

center to turn to for support, a support without which
we would have not been.able to move ahead with this and
subsequent programs. For since adopting Man: A Course of
Study, other social studies teachers at other grade levels
now have a model and our 4th grade has been changed to
articulate with the 5th program. A new 6th grade program
has come into being as a result of the 4th and 5th grade
burst of energy. In less than two years time, Westport's
intermediate social studies program (4-6) has spurted
forward.

One must always balance effectiveness against resources,
programs against dollars. Our message is that the National
Science Foundation has gotten and will continue to get a
tremendous amount of educational change and improvement in
elementary social studies for its investment in the
Connecticut Regional Center. We need them.

Since5ely yours,

I 7/.
N--- Philli H. Woodruff,"'".
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ROGER L. LANDRUM

Dr. Raymond Hannapel
National Science Foundation
1800 "G" Street NW
Washington, D. C.

Dear Dr. Hannapel,

THE TEACHERS, INC.
56 PIKE STREET

NEW YORK Ci TY 10002

September 30, 1970

The regional center under the direction of Dennan Reilly has
been of fundamental importance to the programs of The Teachers,
incorporated. The association began with a modest plan for a
small group of teachers working in The Two Bridges Model School
District to learn to use the Bruner curriculum, Man: A Course
of Study. Mr. Reilly cultivates those teachers with great skill.
Inner-city teachers work under difficult conditions, at best, and
there is a lot of skepticism about expensive curriculum packages.
But Mr. Reilly cut through all this, working with a man on my staff,
to train and support this group of teachers. He visited their class-
rooms, supervised workshops, and kept the thing moving.

The reputation of Man: A Course of Study spread rapidly in our
organization. This summer two teachers from projects in Atlanta,
Chapel Hill, N.C., Washington, D. C. and two Manhattan districts
were trained to instruct others in Man: A Course of Study. There-
fore, there are now groups of teachers using the curriculum in all
these areas. In several cases, the Board of Education has purchased
the curriculum. In several schools entire grade-level faculties are
teaching the curriculum.

To summarize, Mr. Reilly has cultivated a model innovation of
Man: A Course of Study, in geometrical progressions, in the heart
of several inner-city school communities. And this has been one
of the strongest programs of our organization.

This coming school year, The Teachers, Incorporated plans to
seek direct contracts in various cities for the implementation of
Man: A Course of Study on a broad basis. Our liaison with Mr. Reilly
and the regional center is crucial to this plan. I urge the National
Science Foundation to support this center which, with a modest budget
and great integrity of purpose, has been of such service to teachers
and city communities. I would be pleased to speak or write in more
detail about the relationship The Teachers, Incorporated has enjoyed
with Mr. Reilly.

Sinceiely,

Roger (Landrum

President

RL: ma
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